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By, Helen McFarlane

By a vote ()f 713 ~9· 355, stu':·~ents'·also voted 'heavily "in fa";::voiofthe Childcare Referencl~" "bleb was a. disputed is-

.

... Campaigning on a platform'.
of "innovation", the Students' ..:
tor Political Involvement Revi-""
.talization for Innovative Think:"· ..
ers (SPIRIT) Party, led by nan' .
..
there.~·' ..·be a five dollar in.Peress is the official winner of
~~eil.i·.·';ill': the, ',student activity
last week's hotly contestedelec- .;~
~e next semester. If the refertion for Day Session Student ':,
,'. endij.·did~otpass~ the center
·Government. The party, which'"
,',:'-." .' .~'io~~~·have·~eeJi..8 closing afis new on the Baruch pol'it.ical" ,
, .~.:.:::,::. ' '·~·i)~~.sPri.Jtg~mesi~r. Voters
scene, win take office in the:"
';'~";'~<. '!Cli9s~B1:CEP'despite'the fact
summer..
,:;:. :··:t_.~~~·~&~'p#ty~sh:ead opposed
Winning by relatively thin'"
.
··:;::·~:.~chil~8re:.becauseof the doubled
margins over the Students To:'fee.
~::.:-' :~.~.:~~~W'ard Educational Progress:
~~,·~~STEP) party were SPIRIT's .
. .Pereee
Chen
.;'~:_-~~~three top candidates: Peress, "-'
;,·:.::"'_ ..; ,....:~n.~y~q Huang. a n d.. Reanna _
in. :,th.e -pr.esideAt.ia l
'f~5~:~·~ingh. Peress bested Pearl
-,-raee.by
·a ..vote of
.. . . ' - - . '
~~,;::-,;;J:i5~~:::-;. .,.~'~~'.' in the presidential race by
'~·{~;:*~~~\;~~l.:,;~,~,.' .', ..1
0~'~:f.·:~,·:~·'..... 't~"'· e of 786 to 512. 111 the vice
...
,........
. ;:.:..~'
~ .. ~<~~,-!,J~.'-""';'_'_ '_ ":.......
:~::...,.;,.~-,...
.:~;;_ _~~~___
;,,,-~:
-_._~ential race; it was Huang
,<:.::.::,:.:~..
: .. ,";:" ':"{.•: ~: _. .- .
. , . - .t,'-.
-1M-egan Lewis, 738 to'503 .:'
,~>:<'.: ,''';'';~hough heeJDphas-i.zed
}~(·'~~g~:'th·rou-ghotit.his
. ca m.,. ~ :'lfiSiiigh. 6Ver.TomH~ynh:.;·
~"< ',~ign, Mr. Peress is himself
,·697 to 495 count in fherace:',
.
-',
.
....
. . '.
.
.
~5£'~ .':--<-;
'. r re1f~~r~i:"'·TIie.se-result~were .:
. originally ~ont~ste~ because of DSsG PresideDtEleetDaD.Pe~ss·1¥it};c~erPe8rJChe~· ,··For'tbe.',pastyear'- h~'h:a~-seried
as the chair of Academic Affairs
the close diatribution of votes.
.
.
But the news wasn't all bad for pitched their platforms to pro- Spergel. A total of 1501 day stu- at Baruch. When the take over
STEP, one of its candidates, spective voters even up to elec- dents voted in the' election he is completed this summer, the
new members of DSSG will face
said.
Birgitta Perezic, who ran un- tion time.
Both parties had energetic the same old problems. TopPing
..~:
co n t e s t e d for secretary of
Last week's turnout of alDSSG, did prevail.
most .11 percent was also a win campaign strategies to convince the list will be the proposed
Speculation is that SPIRIT's of sorts for Baruch. Voting is up students to go to the polls dur- $400 tuition increase that· all
victory has a lot to do with the from last year as well as previ- ing the week of elections. Fly- CUNY schoola face.. According'
party's effective style of getting ous years, according to Mark ers were posted and handed out to one student, James Huang,
out the vote. The party's candi- Spergel, Director of Evening, every.where, bookmarks and who voted for the Spirit Party
dates were often out lobbying in Graduate and New Student Pro- stickers promoting the respec- innovation makes sense: "It's a
front of Baruch's 23rd-Street grams, whose office oversaw . tive parties were distributed to definite change from what we've
building, where voting booths tabulation of election results. passer-bys, and party members experienced in the past and I
were set up in front of Mason "A record in the time I've been were out in the streets answer- think Spirit will do a better job
in represent.ing Baruch."
Hall. They issued flyers and here and that's 12 years," said ing students' questions.
l
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Library Study Rooms Being Used For Sex
l\reZi)s••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~

By NandelPalmer
1'-:"
Alleged reports that rampant
sexual activities have been tak. ing. pl"ace at the Wi.lliam and
..Anlt~ Newman LIbrary of
. Baruch College. Sourcesreport
..... a t these acti vities are much'
, ... ~;.~:.. s - '.' ..f~equent.J~sJd.e the study
~~;".. -__:~~-O?m.s~~~p.e«;iW·:.:those on the
".. .: ~~rd·'flo_-qf~tlie::tibrary.
." -. ~ :~:; Reports ~~e~-~n made by a
.- . ~.~ ..'" &iit~il'hl~ff members
"who Wish to.remain anonymous,
" .~about· thdhaving to clearrup
..:~~:'~ '-, :se&tfiil-Parap-hernalia at times,
:;::-r::'}?~if$hed away in the corner, of
·.··,;··~·the·rooms. AIl'-employee' actu.,
ally te·stified to seeing copu.la.
tion taking place in one ·of the
rooms, from silhouette seen
. -.

from outside through the glass.

like these are very offensive to
all decent students, and mea"I thought wow, if I sures should be in place to pun- Editorial•.................6
.eo u ld's:a
$ 5 0 i n- ish anybody who would have sex
'.~
,~
on the school premises," she
Letters/Op-Eds.......7
stead ofgciing to the said.
motel
date, I., . Meanwhile, Ulrich Mtenga.,.a~
bri
h
math tutor, said, "This is im-. D
•
'. ,
..
9
cou.ld [uet ring er .mor'al , it~s unethical because ." ..DU3lneBIJ~~
.
. .-. -' '.,-:.
._ ...... -..
to the. Bar ueli Li-.this.is school·premises....They ..
brary study room."
shouldn't do this; they're giving
the school a bad -name."
.. '
A student, who uses the study
Despite the..cJ.aiauf'of"sexual
Arts
"·~.•• ~.·21
room regular-ly with her friends _ activities iasi.'ie· th:~- rooms,
wasstudyingjnside room 354 -. school~ff1Cia1s:s~dthat they're'
when questioned .recent.Iy, said' not -a~'ofsuchthingstaking
.
'
that last semester .her ·study.ing ._·w plae&·~t~~r~h,,"Thi&is news-to.·· :.Sports.:... ~·.Page
.
.'..
- .... .
-partners were quite surprised me, "said Head ·of Access
.
when they found ~ used condQm
Continued onpage 4
inside room 35()~' "Behaviors

ue
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More Alienation for International Students
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New Laws Stand to make' Educational Process" Difficult for F oriegners
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By Nandel Palmer
Thousands of international
st.uderits who curr~ attend
or are~,.planning to attend
American colleges could. be in
for a bumpy ride come fal-l
1997.
The Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigration Responsibility Act, (IIRIRA), signed
into law by President Clinton
last September, will drastically
change' the way how international students are admitted to
U.S. colleges and universities,
according to the Immigration
and Naturalization Service
(INS).
The new law could somewhat affect the City University of
New York's intake ofintemational
'students - Baruch in particular.
Currently, Baruch has the third
. largest international student body
in the nation, according to Director of International Student Services (ISS) Stephen E. Goldberg.
Figures from the ISS office show
that 2,200 international students
now attend Baruch while a total
of a quarter million are scattered
in colleges throughout the country.
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Baruch has the
third largest international student body
in the nation
Goldberg said that the law
will go into effect piecemeal,
extending to May 1998. These
laws stipulate that in order for
an international student to be
admitted to an American college, they must have an F-l
visa, issued by an immigra tion
consular. While enrolled in
school a tracking system will be
in place at the International
Student Offices at the respective colleges to keep abreast of
the student's operation.
Consequently, the colleges
must report to Immigration officials every semester about the
students' operations. For example, whether or not those
students are still registered
with the schools, what they're
doing, and so forth. Goneare
the days when colleges in some
states could admit undocumehted students once they've
lived in the states for a period
"~"'"
ime, but all that will change
···"~'·~;wr···· ".0< e new law.
. '':~To~fiiiance this tracking systen:i,··~gress has authorized
the ·INS to require schools to
collect $100 from all international students who fall under
this: category, effective April 1,
1997.
"The new law won't affect me
because I have all my documents in order which give me
legal status to be in school
here," said Business Accounting major Peggy Laota~bowo~.
The In.donesian n a t iv e s a i d

that upon graduating, she will
return home, since having an
Am e r ica n degree makes her
more marketable there.
She also. gave glowing praise
to the 'Baruch International Student office st aff', saying that
they're always convening meetings, and sending out monthly
newsletters to keep them up to
date of the whole immigration
policies as they relate to foreign
students.
Meanwhile, Marketing junior,
Paul Marrona, said that even
though he's not an international
s tu d e n t , he can identify with
their quest for higher education.
The 20-year-old who admitted to
not being outside the U.S. before
said the government should take
it easy with "these foreign students. _"These students should
not be treated differently from
American-born students," he
said, "we're all in school for the
same purpose. And by the way,
international students are very
good for American campuses."
Some Baruch students argued
that already it's hard being international students in the U.S.
as they don't get the perks their
American counterparts take for
granted, like much lower tuition, financial aid, and the
choice of taking jobs at will.
They say often times it's a
struggle back home for their
parents to find tuition payments
for their studying here. eCI don't
think I'll live long enough to repay my parents for the sacrifice
they're making for me," said
Anil Siddiqui, a Pakistani marketing major. He went on to say
that he's hoping that there's no
tuition increase any time soon as
he would be forced to quit school
and return home or find work,
perhaps, driving New York City
cabs on the sidelines.

In an. informal survey at
Baruch; some international.students do entertain the thought
of staying in America after
graduation. Goldberg is hopeful that some could actually
stay if they know what to do
and how to go about doing it.
What he has in mind is the ann ual Visa Lottery that a wards
100~000
visas to people
throughout the world who are
under-represented in numbers
in the U.S. This group represents countries like Ghana, Ireland, Sweden, Yemen, etc., and
excludes countries like China,
the Dominican Republic, India,
and Jamaica.

"These
students
should not be treated
differently
from
Americ a n-born students"

"I would recommend that all
of those students who are undocumented continue each year
filing their applications for the
lottery, that's the fastest way,"
said Goldberg. "Of course, the
lottery has some winners and a
lot of losers, but like the way
they say, :if you.ze not In it,
then you can't win Ii.'"
Goldberg a lso t alked on the
issue of how students already in.
the U.S. public school system
and those coming would fare
with the new laws. For example, there is a term in California known as the "Parachute
Children." Those are the people
who arrive here in elementary
school and go on to junior high
and high school. Many students
in college today, he said, came
here as children brought in as
visitors of the United States
and who were out of status and
To finance this track- undocumented. Now, inquiring
ing system, Congress minds want to know if such students could get legal status in
has authorized the order
to attend college, but
INS
to
require Goldberg said no to that.
"Because they've just
schools to collect
arrived ... and public education
$100 from all inter- is an entitlement under the law,
national students those students can't ever cortheir status because they
who fa.ll under this rect
go to a publie school," he said.
category, effective Hence, Baruch students in the
same predicament, he said, canApril 1, 1997.
not correct their status. "But if
you go to a private school and
Today, it's hard living in the pay $30,000 tuition, then you
United St a t e s and not hear may be eligible for a student
about the pressing immigration visa for a private school that
issues. From California to could keep you in status," he
Florida, immigration news have said. "That's not necessarily
dominated the media t.e n-fol d what occurs. because most
people who come here don't go
over the past two years.
In the last few weeks leading into priva te or parochial
up to the April 1 deadli ne where schools."
Beverley Smith, who atnew immigration laws took effect, . thousands of un d oc u- tended LaGuardia Community
mented aliens -bolced to get mar- College and Hunter College, is
ried, among other things, to put grateful today for the chance
she had in going to school untheir papers in order.

~

documented. She said she will:'"
.
b e indebted to former ~
forever
. Mayor Ed Koch who passed a
municipal law, making it pos-sible for undocumented residents to attend CUNY schools
without being questioned about
their immigration status. "I am
really sorry for those students
who don't have legal status in
America today," the registered
nurse said, "Once upon a time,
all you need was a bi g ambition
and a little off-the-books job to
get that degree, but now it will
take much more; I wish them
best of luck."
Goldberg wants international
students to be-aware that most
ofthe law will not' be applicable
to them if they're in good standing, and if they do what they're
supposed to do. Primarily, it
will target those people who
overstayvtheir visas, and who
have been in and out of school
for one reason or the other. The
type, he said, who attend school
for one semester and returning
two years later to take another
course. Those students who currently fall under this umbrella,
are going to have difficulties
maintaining their status, the
director said.
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Effective April 1, 1997, if international students who were
undocumented did not return to
their countries prior to tha t
date, or if they remain 180 days
after April 1 and out of status,
then departed the U.S. and
wanted to return, they would be
barred from returning in to
America for three years. Those
out of status for one year would
not be able to return for 10
years. However , if they stay
here they would not be barred.
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z-"Making the Baruch C
· " - O·
orrrrect.io'n
r-ren t a t·Ions f or
~the Fall 1997 i ne.orrrirrg' transfer students will be held
~ on the following dates. All June programs will be' held in
the 7th fl. Conference Ctr, 151E. 25th St. July & August
programs will be held in 17 Lex. Ave. We need like to see
as many student organzations represented at the receptionon each of these days as possible. Please contact Mark
Spergel,rm 1512, 360 PAS(box F1512) 802-6770.
Monday, June 16th, 9am-2:15pm, 11:30~m-4:45pm,2:45-8pm,
5:15-9pm
Tuesday, June 17th, 9am-2:15pm, 11:30am-4:45pm, 2:45-8pm,
5:15-9pm
Thurday, June 19th, 9am-2: 15pm, 11:30am-4:45pm, 2:45-8pm,
5:15-9pm
Monday, June 23rd, 9am-2: 15pm, 11:30am-4:45pm, 2:45-8pm,
5:15-9pm
Tuesday, June 24th, 9am-2: 15pm, 11:30am-4:45pm, 2:45-8pm,
5:15-9pm
Monday, July 21st, 2:45-8pm, 5: 15-9pm
Wednesday, August 14th, 2:45-8pm, 5:15-9pm

Bilateral Chamber of
Conunerce Planning
Session: Sponsored by the
Weisman Ctr for International Business & the NYC
Cornrmsaion of International Business. To be held

at 151 E. 25th St.lConference Center, 8-10 am.

Energy Forum-Gas: A
North Arnercian Commodity or Global Business? To be held at The
City University Graduate
Center 33W. 42nd St..58:45pm, For reservation
info call 802.:6730/642-2381

Undergraduate Commencement on June 5 at
11am in The Paramount
(The Theatre at Madison
Square Garden)
Graduate Commencement on June 4 at 11am on
17 Lex. Ave./Manson
Hall(Auditoruim)
Discount Movie Tickets
can be purchased at the
Student Center 360 PAS,
rm 1512. Tickets are $5
and valid for one year. 8026770 Limited supply during
the summer.
Women of Color Network
Year-End Reception - Honoring Students Who Are
Mothers on June 12th at
360 PAS, rm 1543, 5:30pm

Conference ( with panelists): Critical Issues in
Portfolio Analysis, Methods of InvestmentValuation, and Applications in
Risk'Management To be
held at 151E. 25th St.l
Conference ctr., gam5:30pm.
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Energy Forum - The
Refining Business: ProbIems, Prospects, and
Profit on June 9 at the City
Universtiy Graduate Center
33W. 42nd St.,5-8:45pm For
reservation info, call 8026730/642-2381
FREE Legal Services
sponsored by Evening
Session Students Assembly.
Appointments a Must on
alternative Wed & Thurs.
from 5:30~8pm. Call the
ESSA office at 802-6794 or
stop by in room 1537, 360
PAS.
Newrrra.ri Institute New
York City Real Estate
Forum Financial Conference on June 13th,151
E.25th St./conference Ctr.,
8am-7pm
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Student .Leaders
Mr. Ira. Hersch, Editor·in-chief,The Ticker: Ticker_EIC@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
.
DavidKinzelberg, Day Session Stude~t.Gove~mentPresident: dssLJ)resident@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
James Yen, Day Session Student GovernmentVlCePresident:dssl-viCe.....President@scsu.sitea.barilch.cuny.edu
Day Session Student Government Bursar; d8tJLbursar@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Day Session Student Government Council: .dssLcouncil@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu .
Section Editors/Staff Writers at The Ticker: The_Ticker@scsu.sitea.baruch~cuny.edu

College personnel

Dr.Ronald Aaron, Associate Dean of Students: ron_aaron@SCSu.sitea.baruch.~ny.edu
Dr. Carl Aylman, Director of Student Life: carl_aylman@SCSu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Debbie Bick, Associate Director ofStudent Life:debbie_bick@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Lisa Goldstein,' Director of Freshman Orientation:lisa~oldstein@SCSu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Dr. Samuel Johnson, Vice President for Student DevelopmentIDean of Students: sam-iohnson@SCSu.sitea.baruch.cuny·.edu
.Dr. Cu:lKirschner, Assistant .Dean of Students: carl-.kirschner@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu·
Sharon Lai, Assistant Director, Office of Student Life: sharon_Iirl@acsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
. Luz Rodriguez, Office. of Student Life: luz_rodriguei@scsu.site~b8.luch.cuny.edu
Marcy Roe, Office of Student Life: marcy_roe@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Jeanette Shuck, Office of Student Life:·jeanette_shuck@scsu.Sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Dr. Mark Spergel, Director of Evening and GraduateStudent Services: mark_spergel@SCsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Susan White, Office of Student Life: susan_white@scsu.sitea..baruch.cuny.edu..
. ,

Cornie Strip Live: tickets
are $7.00 and admits two
people. Purchase tickets at
the Student Center 360
PAS, rm 1512 MondayFriday from 9am-9pm Cash
Only. Limited supply
during the summer.

Departments/Organizations
Day Session Student Government (see above under Day Session Student Government)
Evening. Session Student Association: essa@Scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edli
. Graduate Student Assembly: gsa@Scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu··
. .
Hillel Foundation of New. York:. hillel..;..foundation@Scsu.sitea.haruch.cuny.edu
Newman Catholic Center: newman_ceDter@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Student_ Computer Services Unit: 8Csu@SCsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu

Student Newspapers

The Graduate Voice: the~aduate_voice@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu

~~J~~~R.Qmt:_~)_e_r.e.RQ.tl~~,u.~b~b~c~
..~ ,.....-. ~.
..-_
. ·The TlCker:· the_ticker@scsu..site&.bar.uch.cuny.edu...·. . .'. - . ' .

Newman Motel: No Vacancy

Listservers
Day Session Student Government: dssg@listserver.scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu

S ex in the Study Rooms
continued {rom [ron.t page

vices Eric Neubacher, "I've been
here since this building opened,
and nobody has ever complained about such activities
ta king place inside the rooms. ,.
Neubacher said that the only
complaints his staff has received are trivial rna tters such
as half-eaten food, food containers/wrappers, and other trash
left by the prior study group.
Students generally make these
complaints so that they're not
blamed or fined for given to studen ts on a first-come- first- serve
basis, with a minimum of two
students to each group, according to Seth Ankrah, a college assistant who works at the circulation desk at the library.
He
said that each study group is
given three hours, and one
group' member generally gives
in their school ID for the duration of the' study. The compu ter
automatically char-ges a fee to
the person whose ID is held,
should. that group overstay its
time. Fines a r e also levied
against people if it is established that only one person is
using the room, or if the room
is found to be in an untidy state.
Students' reactions were
mixed when asked about their
opinions on the Issue of such

Note: To subscribe to a listserver, send an e-mail message to the listserver address shown above with SUBSCRIBE as the subject.

•
Other in·t.ernet serV1.ces

acts taking place in the study
rooms. "My first time in the
study room. I was astonished to
see the privacy," said a marketing senior Vince Neil.
"I
thought wow. if I could save $50
instead of going to the motel
with my date. I could just bring
her to the Baruch Library study
room." Neil admitted, though,
that he's never acted on the
te m pta tion.

-:""

Web

s~tes

Baruch College: http://bbweb.sitea.baruch.cuny.edul
Baruch College School of Business: http://bus.baruch.cuny.edu
City University of New York: http://www.cuny.edul
Student Development and Counceling: http://scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
About This Directory
This directory is maintained by the Student Computer Services Unit (SCSU), and published by The Ticker as a public service. The SCSU was
created by the Bernard M. Baruch College Association, Inc. to provide organizations funded by the College Association with computer..related
services. To submit Baruch College related e-mail information, questions, or to repottdifficulties, errors, or omissions in this directory, please send
e-mail to scsu@SCsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu. Please note that due to the limited nature of the SCSU's mandate and resources, the SCSU does not
provide services (such as e-mail accounts, and dial-up connections, and Internet access) to the general College community. Also, please note that
due to the space limitations of this page, the featured department section will be published on a rotating basis, and at the discretion of the SCSU
and The Ticker.

zmmora I ; t h t· s
should be taken care
of at home. The
rooms should be used
to study. Period,"
'~It'·
s

--International marketing and
finance sophomore, Richard
Jacobs, said, "I think it's unfortunate that this exists at
Baruch College. However, these
are adults, and once no major
disruption is created within the
library, I don't see what much
could be done by the authorities."
On the other hand, Education
sophomore, Elisset Vasquez,
wasn't so liberal in her thought.
"It's immoral; this should be
taken care of at home. The
rooms should be used to study.
Period," she said.
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Established in 1932

Farewell From The Chief...

Joanne Guo
Editor-in-chief

~

Q)
~

o

~

Time has flown by faster than I can grasp ever since I joined The
Ticker four years ago as a writer for the Features section. Over this fouryear span, I have witnessed The Ticker go through numerous changes staff-wise and content-wise. I have seen many talented writers, editors,
photographers, and business managers come and go, and now that I will
be graduating in June, I want to thank all of these people who have
helped me and supported me to come out with quality issues every- two
weeks despite all the computers problems we've had.
The Ticker staff is a group of hard working and talented people, although most people might not be aware of this. All the editors and other
staff members often work from as early as 8 am to 11 pm during deadlines, and even come in on Saturdays in order to finish their jobs. They
never complained about the hard work they put in or the long hours
spen: in front ~f our 18-inch monitors (which is very damaging to their
eye sI~hts). It IS regretful that people only complain when they :fmd
flaws In the paper, but never recognize or praise the quality materials we
put forth.
I am more than ecstatic to announce that The Ticker has won a college
newspaper award recently; first place with special merits..This award
~ot only confirms that The Ticker is a top quality college newspaper, but
l~ a~so proves that Baruch College does provide a good college educa__.
tion.
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As a Finance major, I've never realized that working for the school
newspa~er can .~e so hel?ful in preparing for my career, until recently.
All. the JO~ posinons I tned out for required good writing and communicatIon~ SkIll~. Some even wanted me to bring writing samples with me
to the interviews. Besides writing skills which I acquired from Th
Ticker, I also learned management skills, team work, how to utiliz: the
budget efficiently, plus many other valuable skills I could not learn from
just sitting in business courses and listening to lectures.
I feel that the time and effort I spent with The Ticker was not wasted
and I always feel a sense of accomplishment every time a new issue '
comes out.
~efore I bi~ my farewell, I want to thank my staff again for their dedi- .
cation, and WIsh them good luck.

Joanne Guo, Editor-In-Chief
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More Headlines From Around The World Reveal
The Nuts Are Winning In The Bottom Of The 9th
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S&M Cafe opens in New York
SoU1"Ce: NY Posit
NBW YORK (05-09) - La Nouvelle
Justine is the latest theme restaurant where the waiters love to take
your orders. Whi~toting mistresses, dog-collar-wearing busboys, chains and cages are part of
the atmosphere at this S&M lovers' paradise. "Our submissives
win do anything you ask," said coowner Hayne Jason. "You want a
slave to lick your shoes? They'll lick
your shoes. You have no idea how
many people like that," Jason
added. What ifyou are submissive?
"If you're a bad boy, we'll throw
. you in the prison and make you eat
out of a dog bowl," said maitre d'
Master Michael. "It's not about
pain, whips and chains, but about
exploring one's psyche," said
former dungeon manager, Mistress
Diane.
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Engagement ring delivered to
the wrong woman
Source: NT
BOULDER, Colo. (05-09) - A man
planned a surprise proposal at a
-restaurant but the waiter delivered
the diamond ring to the wrong
woman . who left with it. Chuck
Lehman instructed the waiter to
deliver an engagement ring and a
box of Godiva chocolates to the
table where his...gir.lfriend.w.as
seated. 'The waiter was. un:~
the woman changed tables and delivered the ring to the wrong person, who tried it on for size and
later left the restaurant. Lehman's
girlfriend watched the whole incident unaware she was the intended
recipient. Lehman had his back
turned, so he did not see.
The other woman, who gladly accepted the ring, was tracked
down by police through her credit
card receipt. The woman
and her male companion said they
thought it was just costume jewelry
and accepted to return the ring.
Lehman's girlfriend agreed to
marry him.
Wrong timing for Rolex thief
Source: UPI
MIAMI (05-07) - A woman, browsing a Miami jewelry store, recognized her husband's stolen Rolex
watch as the suspected thief tried
selling it to the store manager. The
expensive watch was stolen two
days earlier at an antique show the
woman's husband was attending.
Olga Whittaker let out a scream
when she recognized the watch and
the store manager locked the. door
until police arrived. "This is a big
si,gn," said Mrs. Whittaker. John
Kane was arrested and charged
with theft and dealing in stolen
property.

ere
m mu tip e person tty
order for 20 years, accused Ronnie
Merrick, 43, of raping 10-year-old
''Little Annie," who was the dominant personality at the time of the
i!1_~!4~p.J... .r:l:l:e .woman also claims

, 04-2.9

-

ve e
om ea to toe as require
Carol Burtt received his season
.by Islamic dress code. The two men
tickets for the Theater New were sentenced to two days in jail
while the woman was let off with a
Brunswick - four years too late.
warning from The Department for
.
~
COPENHAGEN (AFP, 05-02) - A Promoting Virtue and Preventing
. ..- .- ....
.
-she is. ~meti.';~-t8bn-QveiJiY-_~~~~-Yeai:~D8iji8lijiriSQner·reg'ti Vl·ce·. .. - .. -... -.' .' ...
.
.
sonaliries of a 3-year-old, a "ram- larly slipped out of his jailceII"1O
bunctious" lS-year-old and a 14- commit burglaries. A search of his SANTA FE, N. M. (Reuters, 05-12)
year-old "seductress." The ex- cell revealed more than 40000
kro- Contributors: Jeff DeStefano [j,
schoolteacher said "Little Annie" ner (6,000 dollars) worth of stolen destefano l@tLcom], Jeff Robbins
awoke to find Merrick having in- merchandise. "He managed to push [JRobbins@midmark.comJ - A
tercourse with her. Ina previous apart the bars of his cell every night former junior high school teacher,
hearing last September, she and leave the prison, which has no who is accused of having an affair
claimed "Annie" just witnessed the surrounding wall but an exterior with one of his 14-year-old stuincident. The court is to decide fence, undisturbed," said Inspector dents, told the judge that he knew
which personality was actually Poul Erik Pederson.
the girl in 640 A.D. while he was a
raped.
teenage monk in Tibet. Roger Katz
HONG KONG (AFP, 05-08) - A 19- also said she saved his life more
Construction worker wrecks year-old woman told a court that than 1,350 years ago and he just
she was talked into having sex with wanted to repay the "debt of love
house and love
30 men per day as part of her du- and devotion."
Source: Reuters
Contributors: Jeff DeStefano [j- ties as a member of the Green
destefano1@ti.com], Jeff Robbins Dragon Temple cult. The money SANTA FE, N. M. (Reuters, 05-07)
she earned working as a prostitute Contributors: Jeff DeStefano
[JRobbinS@midmark.com]
BONN, Germany (05-12) - A 34- for four months was used to fund [j -destefanol@tLcoml, Randy Helm
year-old construction worker the cult. She was told that her fu- [randy_helm@rocketmail.coml wrecked a 4.5-ton excavator into ture would be provided for when Two fifth graders were ordered by
the house of his ex-girlfriend in an the world ended and that her fam- a judge to stop seeing each other
unsuccessful attempt to win her ily will be protected against evil after their make-believe marriage
back. The unidentified man drove and they would become "gods and ended in make-believe divorce.
Eleven-year-old Katie Sawyer's
the excavator more than 12 miles go to heaven."
family filed a complaint, alleging
to Ilona Vogel's house who refused
to talk to him because he was Cap' t . P a p i n e a u abuse and threats, against 10-yeardrunk. The construction worker [papineaU@l~div.kingston.net] old Cody Finch. The two got "married" on the school playground by
drove the excavator through the 36a classmate "minister."
foot-long fence and rammed into IN OTHER BIZARRE NEWS
her bedroom. window.
.
..
He was later arrested by police and TULSA, Okla. (L.B. Press-Tele- NEWYORK(upI,05-09) - An imgram, 05-12) - Police arrested migrant violinist, who' pleaded
fired by his employer.
Timothy McWilliams, 40, after. guilty to,smuggling rare violins into
LONDON, Ontario (CP, 04-29) - locking his mother in a storm cel- the United states, was ordered to
Two armed men were unsuccessful lar filled with 2-1/2 feet of water. play his violin as part of the 250
in their attempt to rob a 75-year- The woman, who is in her mid-60s, houraofcommunitv service. He will
old store ownerafter she slugged was locked in the cellar for 27 hours perform at naturalization ceremoone of them in the head with a can "to punish her because she wouldn't nies for new citizens. Judge Harold
Baer Jr. believes the immigration
of tomatoes. "I worked hard for that pray to God."
ceremonies are boring and the senmoney and nobody is going to·take
that from IDe," Liza Mouawadsaid; ·KABUL, Afghanistan (Reuters, 05-: tencing "would do a great deal for
all concerned."
She had the large can of tomatoes 12)Con~butor:Jeff
within easy reach following a pre-- DeStefano- [j-destefanol@tLcoml Two ice-cream vendors were jailed
vious robbery.
for serving a woman who was not
~

;
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Multiple personalities rape
case
Source; UPl
SANTA ROSA, Calif~ (05-09) . A
Santa Rosa court will decide if one
of a 44-year-old woman's personalities was raped by her male roommate. The woman, who has suf-
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favor order and free markets (notably the Justice Department)
paralyzed,
(though not democracy). An article. seem to be
.
on Oracle CEO Larry Ellison (a
"ninja warrior") claims that he rep- ·Weekly Standard, May 12
resents the strongest challenge to (posted Tuesday, May 6)
Microsoft. If his alliance with Sun The "No Deal" cover package conMicrosystems and Netscape pro- demns the budget agreement beduces a cheap, simple network com- cause it raises spending on domesputer (NC), Microsoft could be in tic programs. The editorial urges
Republicans in Congress to "rebel"
trouble.
against the deal. An article condemns the budget as soft on deThe New Yorker, May 12
fense: It cuts military spending to
(posted Tuesday, May
6)
A long article on Hong Kong about 3 percent of gross domestic
predicts that Chinese-installed product, only half its Cold War
leader Tung Chee-hwa will model level. A piece argues that the ComthecolonyonSingapore:acommer- munications Decency Act should be
cial empire without political free- upheld even though it's an ineffecdome It points out that Britain's tive mess.. The reason? It sends the
Hong Kong record is hardly spot- right message: that children should
less: Britain suppressed democracy be protected from "the spirit-dethere until the '80s. Nathan stroying coarseness ofthis culture."
Myhrvold, Microsoft's "company An article mocks the Volunteerism
provocateur," is profiled. A paleon- Summit as an event designed to
tologist, chef, physicist, and soft- make politicians and celebrities
ware programmer (not to mention feel good about themselves.

~

photo of TWA Flight 800's reconThe EconoDlist, May 10
structed remains, which have been
(posted Saturday, May 10)
The cover story and lead edito- pieced together in aNew York airrial predict the automobile plane hangar.
industry's collapse. Overcapacity
will benefit consumers as prices Newsweek and U.S. News &
fall, but the world economy will World Report, May 12
shake as auto makers go broke. (posted Tuesday 2 May 6)
Guilt-inducing cover stories acAnother editorial argues that the
United States should repeal laws cuse parents of shortchanging their
prohibiting foreign ownership of children by working too hard. (Both
broadcast companies. The reason: stories are pegged to Arlie
The Internet has already made Hochschild's new book, The Time
electronic media international. A Bind: When Work Becomes Home
British election post-mortem pre- and Home Becomes Work, which
dicts a bloody internecine fight over argues that home and work have
changed places: Home is now
the Tory Party's leadership.
stressful; work is now relaxing. See
SLATE's review.) Newsweek's "The
New Republic, May 26
Myth of Quality Time" says that
(posted Friday, May 9)
''The Selling of Dr. Death" de- kids need more sustained, structails how Jack Kevorkian and his tured attention than workaholic
lawyer/publicist have masked parents give them. It notes that few
Kevorkian's most horrific exploits. parents take advantage of ''family
Kevorkian has helped numerous friendly" corporate policies. U.S.
people without physical illness News' "Lies Parents. Tell Themcommit suicide, but compliant jour- selves About Why They Work" is SLATE columnist), .Myhrvold is
The following articles were taken
nalists haven't reported this. harsher, berating parents for sac- Bill Gates' "favorite geek," the perSingled out for blame is the New rificing their kids to their jobs. It son who sets Microsoft's research from "Slate's" on-line issue which
York Times, whose Kevorkian re- argues that most families don't priorities. The article asks, but does is sent to the Ticker free of charge
porter also writes op-eds praising need two incomes, and that day not answer, why Microsoft and every week via e-mail. --Compiled
the man. A piece says that Ralph
care is a lousy substitute for paren- Myhrvold almost overlooked the by David Plotz and the editors of
Reed picked the right time to ditch tal care. Parents, especially fa- importance of the Internet. An ar- SLATE. Slate can ba accessed by
the Christian Coalition: An FEC
thers, ignore family friendly poli- ticle marvels at the Clinton logging onto the VlWW and enterinvestigation, falling membership, cies because they don't want to hurt administration's ennui: The
ing www.slate.com
and disillusionment with Reed's
their careers.
second-term president. has no
_:A.t ~~~ ,~~~~ ~~ no:~a
pragmatism are undermining. its
·Newsweek cred.itsTony:. Blail":.s .. agenda,.-aRa 8QtiI'e departments JJ9.!l~r~~.~ .. _.,.
power. The editorial deplores the
'election victory to a tightly ·run
balanced-budget agreement for not campaign, self-destructing Tories,
cutting entitlements. It "postpones and an endorsement by Rupert
{.the1 day of reckoning."
Murdoch's 3.9 million circulation
tabloid, the Sun. An article on the
Vanity Fair, June 1997
elimination of affirmative action at
(posted Friday, May 9)
the University of Texas Law School
Software upstart Oracle's notes that only 3 percent of this
CEO Larry Ellison is profiled. year's admitted students are black
He comes across as a superannu- and Hispanic, down from more
ated adolescent: hypermacho, sex- than 12 percent last year.
ist, and desperate for attention (but
brilliant). His quest to defeat Newsweek previews the sumMicrosoft (see Time below) is por- mer blockbusters: The Lost
trayed as an unhealthy obsession. World, Men in Black, and Hercules
A long article chronicles the tur- should do well; Titanic may sink.
moil at ABC News. David Westin U.S. News reveals that, since Waco,
has been anointed Roone Arledge's the FBI has been cooperating with
successor as head of the news divi- militia leaders to defuse confronsion, but Arledge seems reluctant tations with anti-government
to cede his power. The legendary groups. The FBI and militia leadArledge is depicted as detached, ers worked together during the Relazy,
and
old.
Arnold public of Texas and Freemen standSchwarzenegger is on the cover. offs.
Why? Because he's turning 50.
Time, May 12
New York TiJnes Magazine, May (posted Tuesday, May 6)
(posted Thursday, May 8)
The second consecutive medical
The Cover article recounts Vaclav cover. The profile of hirsute
Havel's many troubles, but con- New Age physician Andrew Weil
cludes that he is still the world's criticizes his anecdotal approach to
"poet of democracy." In the past two bee venom therapy, acupuncture,
years, the Czech president has and the like, but concludes that
been widowed, lost a lung to illness, most of his recommenda tionsmarried an unpopular actress, en- low-fat diet, exercise, vitaminsgaged in a nasty real-estate feud are medically sound. The article rewith his brother, and watched ri- counts Weil's checkered history: As
val politicians demolish his vision a Harvard undergraduate, he exof Czech society. Even so, the posed Timothy Leary's LSD experiCzechs still revere Havel as their
ments, but he later did research
philosopher-king. A story describes concluding that marijuana is harmhow Egypt's left-wing intellectuals less. A story says that Zairian rebel
and professionals still demonize Is- Laurent Kabila may be a new
rael: This civic opposition dooms
kind of African leader: Like his
J
any chance of real peace between mentor, Ugandan President
the two nations. Also, a spooky Yoweri Museveni, Kabila seems to
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"Just Don't Do It"
By Lian Duong
Athletic goods are a multi-billion dollar business worldwide.
Nike is one of the leading manufacturer in athletic goods. Part
of the success of the company is
because of their innovative advertisements. Many athletes endorse Nike's products, just to
name a few, Tiger Woods,
Monica Seles, Michael Jordan,
Andre Agassi, Deion Sanders
and Ken Griffy Jr. While Nike
pays millions to these athletes,
it pays less than $2 a day to its
workers, in Vietnam, Indonesia
and China.
Workers of Nike-contracted
factories in Vietnam and China
earn an average of $.20 per hour.
CBS News 48Hours reports that
female workers, who make up
.90% of its laborers, are forced to
work overtime daily to meet an
unrealistically high quota. Most,
workers at Vietnam. Nike plants

r-----...;..---.....;,.--------;.....;--------------:--,

A recent study released b
the Consumer Federation o:
America· and NationsBan
showed that two out of thre
Americans who t~y to sav
money lack any {OrIn of strat
egy for doing so. The repo
found that 84 percent ofAmeriCaIJUI
set aside some money for retire
ment, emergency, orexpendit
fund. "All of us were a little sur
prised with the 84 percent who sai
they were making some effort fo
Soybean prices have soared to the future," said Barbara Roper
heir highest level in eight years. director of investor protection fo
he reduction in usage is still not the Washington-based Consume
evere enough," said Bob Lakberg, an Federation. The survey was in
alyst with GoldencHehmeyer. The tended to investigate the behavior
S Agriculture Department esti- attitude and investment knowl
ated that by the end of the year, edge of Americans rather.than th
tocks will be at 125 million bushels. correlation between planning an
n the Chicago Board -of Trade, soy- savings levels. It showed tha
eans for May delivery rose to a peak planning ahead encourages bette
r.$8~98 1/2-a bushel, the highest level savings patterns.
ince August 1988:

water more than twice per shift and
meal breaks of more than ten minutes are frowned upon by managers and supervisors. It is quite
common for workers to faint from
exhaustion, heat and fumes during
their shifts. The on-site emergency
medical services are not effective
because there is often one doctor on
call, who only works two hours per
day in a factory which operates on
a 20 hour day.
Nike turns a blind eye when contracted manufacturers use corporal punishment on their employees.
Fifteen Vietnamese women told
CBS News that they were repeatedly hit over the head by their supervisors because .of poor sewing.
Two ofthe women were so severely
injured that they had to be sent to
the hospital afterward. Nike CEO
Phil Knight downplayed the situation, stating that only one worker
was struck and only on the arm.
Women workers have also 'comp~.?in~d .to the..Yi~~~~m . L~bor
Watch about fr.~q~,u;~n(.s.e~....harassment from foreign supervisors.
A Nike plant supervisor fled Vietnam after he was accused of sexually molesting several workers.
Nike claims that he was fired and
sent back to Korea.
In a
shareholder's
meeting
on
Sept.16,1996, Mr. Knight scorned
these workers by claiming that the
supervisor was just trying to wake
them up and must have just
touched the wrong places.
When asked about these charges,
Nike often claim that because they
do not own these factories, they can
not control the situation. Nike is
in control of its contractors. Nike
dictates the price per shoe and even
the cost of operation to its subcontractors, forcing them to set high
quotas and low wages for their
workers to earn a reasonable profit.
According to a research by Christian Aid, an official relief and development agency, the cost of labor
involved in making a pair of Nike
sneakers is about $3, but this pair
of shoes is sold for $100 in US.
Nike credits itself for the economic development of Third World
countries. Nike's corporate practices are strong indicators that its
only interest is to exploit laborers
in the these countries. Nike is not

investing i~ Third World through
worker training but has continually shifted its operations to the
countries with lower wages. In
the 1980's, Nike produced 90% of
its shoes in taiwan and Korea.
continued on pg. 12
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Dig ital Equ ipm ent Cor p.
said Tue sda yi issu iing Inte l
. Coz p, for8 1leg edly ilifr inging pate nts on 10 of it;s c011lput er chip pro duc ts.' The
. suit char ges, that Inte l "wil lfully infri nged " the pate nts in
usin g and selli ng prod ucts from
Inte l's Pen tium , Pen tium Pro
mic roPen tium . II
an
proc esso r.Th e suit alleg es that
Inte rs p~t ent inf rin gem ent .
caus ed Dig ital econ omic inju ry
that wou ld caus e irre para ble
. har m· if not 'stop ped , the
Wor cest er, mas s.-b ased com pany said . It seek s an inju nction to proh ibit Inte l from using Digi tal's pate nted tech nology in inte rs pres etn and future micr opro cess or prod ucts ,
as well as tripl e mon etary dam age"

orld wid e long -dis tanc e tele serv ice:
omm unic atio Jifif
2001 ) to. repl ace its ~e nt
atio nwi de contracts whi ch
ire in Dec emb er 1998 . The FrS
rogr am will prov ide the gove rnent with up-to -date , cost- effec tive,
d effic ient com mun i.cat ions serices. The prog ram is mad e up of
nyco ntra ctsa ndac quis ition acivitie s. The [idea ] of each cont ract
.. inclu de all telec omm unic ation s
ervic es nece ssary for the gove rnent to satis fy its worl dwid e teleomm unic ation s requ irem ent for
he life of the cont ract. "The exhang es that resu lted in the strat gy for thes e solic itati ons were
Jap an's secu rity wat chd og
ught on the anvi l of colla bora pro sion.a nd partn ersh ip. It is impo s- file d com plai nts with
gin g
ible to plea se every one> but I thin k ecu tors Tue sda y alle
Co
e have achi eved a good -bala nce," tha t Nom ura Sec urit ies
t 'bro aid Bob Woods, Com miss ionel "·()f Ltd , Jap an's bigg ges
er exSA's Fede ral Tele comm unic ation s kera ge, and thre e form
top
rvice . Repr esen tativ e Dan Bur- .~cu_tives mad e ille gal
n's
n, Cha irma n ·ofth e Hou se Com - . paY JDe nts to a·clieDt~ Japa
ibite d
ittee on Gov ernm ent J;"eforin and ·com mec ial law ha proh
ce 1982 .
vers ight whic h has juris dicti on payo ffs' to rack etee rsain
the
ver the fede ral governmen~spro- Gov ernm ent sour ces said
e Sururem entl aws sa id ,~ p~ Secu rjtae s and Exc hang
com ~~t ~ro~otes co ~o ~~~.m· veil lanc e C9 m m i s s i o n.u:ra
Ion In ?rde rj,t o.·~lO~er plai nts alleg e'thJ t.t N()m
...
llJ:1CEs. a nd blgherqJlaijt.):.~ ..: .a.wl th.iL Am 4)j. n .
~
e~ 'g 09 €l nm en t~. ··pa~nt8·tot~;

ex-

r;m~yer.

Smi~ hKli D.e Bee eba Dl and
era~ echInc. anno unce d that

49.7 mill ion yen ('-41 7,.6 00}. lt

was the first ti-.e ·thA tr-eg w,.. ;
tors hav e char ged that the com pany was itse lf Invo lved in the
scan dal. Nom ura has repe atedly deni ed any aprt icip atio n in
the scan dal. Nom ura has issu ed
a stat eme nt apol ogiz ing for the
scan dal. "We deep lysp Olog ize
for the inco nven ienc e the scan dal has caus ed top our cust omers and the publ ic," it said .

nevI 5 mill igra m per day for~'&.&ClLtiODofA ndo derm (R) (Tes oste ron e Tra nsd erm al Sysm), has been clea red for mar etln g by the US Foo d and Dru g
(FD A).
dmi nist rati on
drod erm is the only -scro tal patc h
vaila ble in the US to trea t teststero ne defic iency . The new 5 mil.gram patc h resto res testo stero ne
evel s to a norm al rang e by cont inuus deliv ery of testo stero ne for 24
ours , mim ickin g the daily patt ern
The num ber offo rme rcor pora te
f testo stero ne leve ls in heal thy .exe cutiv es and man ager s optii 1g
en.
to star t thei r own busi ness es feD
to a reco rd ·low in the first quar _
ority
Maj
Repu blic ~n Sen ate
ter, a maj or o.utp 1ace men t firm
ade r Tre nt Lott , fres h from _says,and in8t eads ough t the secu raft ing a new bala nce- bud get rity or a sala ried job. Challenger,
ccor d, is now sett ing his sigh ts Gray and Christmas Inc. saidM onda y
n the tax. syst em. Lott said that the stron g job mark et was offer ing
nce the bala nce· budg et deal is en. grea ter grea ter finan cial stabi lity and
cted into law, legis lator s shou ld ~ecu~ty than entre pete neur ship .
OCUB their atten tion towa rds "ove rWhl le com pani es cont inue to
the
ting
Blas
aulin g the tax code".
down size in an effort to beco me more
urre nt tax code as "too intru sive., competitve, man y simultaneously seek
om-p lex and burd enso me', " Lott skille demp loyee s to enha nce the mos t
~d he was willi ng to ente rtain op- profitable area s of theco mpan y,"sa id
ons such as a flat- rate tax and tax- -Iohn Chal lenge r, executive-vice presiree savin gs acco unts. He also sug- dent of the Chicago-based firm. The
este d that the Inter nal Reve nue firm said it traekedindividuals going
ervic e (ffiS ) be dum ped and re- . through itsou tpJac emen t program and
laced with a "Tax paye r Prote ction foun d that those choosing to start their
gene y," whos e purp ose wou ld be own fell by 60 peree ntin the past year n
mak e sure peop le don' t over pay. from 12.9 perc ent in the secon d quar ~ of 1996 to a record low 5.1 percent·
.
In the first quar ter or this year.

....

busi ness oppo rtun ity frau ds inBy Hun g Tra n
r advi In new spap ers, mag azin es and clud ed publ ishin g. cons ume
oppo rtun ity
billb oard s all over Ame rica, ads sorie s in the busi ness
that the ad
for lucra tive self emp loym ent are class ified s, requ iring
so that it
a dime a doze n. Thes e ads, re- to iden tify the prod uct
mati on for
ferre d to by the Fede ral Trad e coul d prov ide more infor
"pyr ami d the cons ume r and calli ng on the ad
as
Com miss ion
tify the flags
sche mes" offer emp loym ent in jobs depa rtme nts to iden
frau dule nt oper arang ing from mak ing neck laces to that indic ate a
e stori es and arstuff ing enve lope s. The prorn ot- tion. ''Ma ybe thes
use they set up
ers offer mod est payo ffs for con- ticle s do harm beca
envi ronm ent that
sum ers look ing to mak e som e the kind of
le say, well , gosh , I
mon ey on the side, but wha t usu- mak es peop
artic les. I don' t read
ally resu lts from thes e busi ness read all thes e
failu res. I don' t read
vent ures are lost prec ious hour s artic les abou t
artic les abou t the ones who go
of labo r and inve stme nt.
Wha t ,you read
Pyra mid sche ming is the art of dow n the tube s.
succ ess stor ies.
lurin g unsu spec ting cons ume rs abou t are the
are the sucinto recru iting new distr ibut ors Wha t you read abou t
n, this may be
for comm issio n. Mos t state laws cess stori es. Agai
than the actu al
proh ibit this prac tice beca use more of a culp rit
g run in the
plan s that pay comm issio ns forre - little ads that 's bein
no, Dire ctor
cruit ing new distr ibuto rs colla pse pape r" said Clai r Villa
Atto rney
whe n no new distr ibuto rs can be of the Den ver Dist rict
"The re
recru ited. Whe n the pyra mid col- Con sum er Frau d Divi sion.
you can take .
lapse s, inve stors lose their mon ey. are a few step s that
regu late class i"The injur y caus ed by thes e kind s One of them is to
prin t med ia
of frau ds is stagg ering , whe ther ficat ions . With in
sific ayou look at it on an indi vidu al we ha ve diff eren t clas
, and
level or in the aggr egat e... The in- tion s. We have busi ness
othe r
divi dual loss is hear tbre akin g" with in busi ness we have
tilev el
said Larr y Nort on, Depu ty direc - cate gori es, such as mul
way s to
tor at the Fed eral Trad e mar keti ng. The se are
Com miss ion's Divi sion of Mar ket- for adve rtise rs into a busi ness
opp ortu nitie s sect ion so that
ing Prac tices .
Busi ness oppo rtun ities may in- som eon e read ing the help
wan ted can avoi d thes e gimvolv e food vend ing mac hine s
Clas amu sem ent gam es, or rack s with mick s" said Den ise Cain ,
item s for sales such as toys and sifie d Cred it Man ager at USA
,g~mes,. gree ting card s or cosm et- Tod ay.
The ·two~year old pane l 'disc us.ics. The resp onsi bilit y of the em- .
rece nt
ploy ee of the emp loye e wou ld be sion have resu lted in some
me
to keep in good cond ition s and settl eme nts in pyra mid sche
Remain tain thes e mach ines. A por- case s. One case invo lved
ega
tion of the proc eeds from the la- genc y Serv ices Inc. , One
inbor will go to the empl oyee . How - Prod ucti ons inc., and thre e
on
ever , after the supp lies are pur- divi dua ls , Ric hard Dev
and
chas ed and the work id done , the Gra nt, Mic hael War nock
g
emp loye es are not paid by the Lisa War nock Gran t. Acco rdin
frau dule nt oper ators . Man y con- to the FTC , the defe ndan ts ran
sum ers have had com pani es seve ral tele mar keti ng oper arefu se to pay for their work be- tion s pitc hing emp loym ent sercaus e it didn 't mee t "qua lity stan - vice s. The y were accu sed of
posi dard s". The only war for cons um- prom ising inte rvie ws for
ers to earn mon ey woul d be to sell tion s such as tour guid es,
their good s to their won custo m- chem ical eng inee rs and elec tron ic spec ialis ts. Con sum ers
ers.
Prom oter s usua lly adve rtise wer e aske d to prov ide thei r
that, for a "sma ll" fee, they will tell chec king acco unt num bers with
the cons ume r how to earn mon ey the assu ranc e that no char ges
stuff ing enve lope s at hom e. In- wou ld be proc esse d unti l afte r
stead , the cons ume r usua lly gets the inte rvie w, but the defe na lette r tellin g them to plac e the dan ts inva riab ly debi ted consam e "env elop e stuff ing" ad in sum ers' chec king acco unts for
new spap ers and mag azin es, or to as muc h as $399 with out auth osend the ad to frien ds and rela- riza tion and wi thou t hav ing
tives . The only way that cons um- prov ided any serv ices . In seters woul d earn mon ey is if peop le tling with the FTC 's civil com resp ond to their work -at-h ome ad. plai nt, the defe ndan ts agre e to
a
ope ra te
aga in
Duri ng a natio nal one day semi - nev er
nar on Apri l 21, 1995 in Was hing - tele mar keti ng busi ness or job
ton DC, repr esen tativ es of the plac eme nt agen cy or assi st othFede ral Trad e Com miss ion, Food ers in such busi ness es. The deand Drug Adm inist ratio n, N a- fend an ts are also orde red to pay
tiona l Surv ey of Atto rney s Gen- $236 ,835 for cons ume r redr ess.
Ano ther case pitt ed the
eral and the Ame rican Asso ciati on
of Adv ertis ing Agen cies gath ered Flor ida Atto rney Gen eral 's of.
to discu ss the med ia's role in pre- fice and Uniq ue Gem s and its
vent ing frau dule nt adve rtisi ng pres iden t, Enri que Pire la. Mr.
clear ance and to shar e tech niqu es Pire la alleg edly pror nise d to pay
for mini mizi ng the amo unt of cons ume rs $60 for each neck
e.
frau dule nt, dece ptive , or insu b- lace .they asse mbl ed at hom
stan tial claim s, pub lish ed or In exch ange for the asse mbl ed
neck lace s, the com pany was
broa dcas ted.
Sugg estio ns for disco urag ing
conti nued on page 14

agre ed to term s proh ibi ting othe r is the Inte rnet , a new way --!
conti nued from page 13
them from "eng agin g, prom ot- for con artis ts to dres s up pyra - ~
ing, offe ring for sale , or safe , of mids and othe r old sche mes in ~
supp osed to give the cons ume rs
any chai n or pyra mid mar keti ng new ling o so. they victi mize vast g'
en
thei r $300 0 back plus $1,8 00.
rs. New or :5"
ume
cons
.
of
ram"
bers
prog
num
In addi tion , uniq ue Gem s alleg In ano ther rece nt on-l ine not, so old advi ce appl ies the m
edly prom ised asse mbl ers com scam , US Hot line and othe r prom ise of subs tant ial earn ings
miss ion if they recr uite d othe rs
train ing ~
min imal effo
Prov o, Utah , base d mar kete rs of with
~
. rt or
.
who in turn dep osit ed mor e
d"'<
frau
of
SIgn
mes
sche
sure
a
ing
IS
mak
ney"mo
e
thre
than $500 0 as a grou p in one
;.
sett led char ges filed aga inst Bern stein adde d.
ht
boug
0
8,00
than
e
mon th. Mor
Tell -tale sign s of busi ness
them by the FTC . In 1993 , the
into the sche me sinc e its conFTC char ged. US Hot line inc., scam s and pyra mid sche mes in- ~
cept ion last Jun e. "De spit e
a.k.a . US Car Buy ers Alli ance , clud e:
ld
wou
they
that
s
claim
com pany
US job Find ers and US Pub lish·sell com plet ed nec klac es
es, with alle gedl y .L a pay telep hone busi ness opocat
Adv
ers
few
ts,
thro ugh vari ous mer chan
selli ng and prom otin g a' serie s of port unit y that , for an initi al inif any such sale s hav e been
"gui des" for 420 to $50 each chat, vest men t of $12, 756 to $41, 320
rney
Atto
ida
Flor
said
mad e,"
supp osed ly expl aine d how to buy sells cons ume rs pay telep hone
"The
.
orth
erw
Gen eral Bob Butt
rnm ent seiz ed cars at "giv e that , wou ld gene rate an ann ual
gove
tly
stric
oper atio n is bein g run
pric es" or how to find inco me of as muc h as $28, 560
way
a
t
on con su m er depo sits. Tha
wor k-at -hom e jobs invo lvin g per phon e
that
me
sche
mid
pyra
a
mak es it
read ing boo ks or mak ing
will colla pse whe n enou gh conhand craf ts. The FTC clai med L a com pute rize d med ical billpaysum ers seek thei r righ tful
ndan ts misr epre sent ed ing busi ness vent ure that prom defe
the
men ts" he adde d. The defe nr refu nd poli cies, the pote n- ised cons ume rs they coul d use
thei
earn
dant s were char ged with viola tial prof its and othe r aspe cts of thei r hom e com pute rs "to
ve
epti
king
tion s of the stat e's Dec
the plan . A part of the settl e- up to $23, 000 a year wor
essand Unf air Trad e Prac tice s act
men t, US Hotl ine will set up a only 28 min utes a day" proc
ors
and the state 's Bus ines s Opp orrefu nd pool wor th up to $4 mil- ing insu ranc e claim s for doct
tuni ty Act. Atto rney Gen eral
lion , from whic h 85,0 00 cons um"
Butt erwo rth is seek ing fund s to
ers will rece ive full refu nds L a work -at-h ome job "pro gram
that ,
cove r cons ume r reim burs eme nt
rang ing from $25 to $100 . In ad- whic h prom ised cons ume rs
they
and civil pena lties .
ditio n to the refu nds, the settl e- -for a one- time fee of $38. 95,
op0 a wee k
The Inte rnet also prov ides
men ts also bar the defe ndan ts coul d earn $200 to $100
pyra mid
for
hom e,
por tuni ties
from mak ing the sam e or simi - asse mbl ing prod ucts at
of a
sche mes and man y com mer cial
lar mis repr esen tatio ns abo ut but that real ly cons isted
.en-I ine serv ices prov ide valu pam phle t cont aini ng the nam es
any pro duc ts~ or serv ice they
ing to offe r
able new info rma tion sour ces
mar ket in the futu re. The y are and addr esse s claim
How ever ;
e· opp ortu nitie s,
for con sum ers.
also requ ired to give futu re cus- wor k-at -hom
h requ ired concybe rspa ce has ano ther si.de :
tom ers spec ific info rma tion · man y of whic
sum ers to pay addi tion al fees of
frau dule nt sell ers use thes e
rnet also prov ides abou t gov ernm ent auct ions or
Inte
The
com pute r serv ices to prom ote opp ortu niti es for pyra mid work -at-h ome opp ortu nitie s and $30- $50 in orde r to rece ive a
star t up kit.
"bus ines s oppo rtun ities ". The
man y com merc ial abou t thei r refu nd poli cies .
and
mes
sche
trad itio nal "wo rk at hom e"
On Nov . 13, 1996 , the FTC and
ices prov ide a valu serv
ine
on-l
sche me,
sche mes such as mak ing able new info rmat ion sour ce for enfo rcem ent offic ials from 25 L a pyra mid char ity
d on the Inte rnet and
hand craf ts and stuf fing enve - con sum ers.
.Ho wev er, stat es anno unce d that they took adve rtise
... Iope s, have been .rep lace d by of- 'c'yb ersp ace "h a s anot her· side -: mor e -tha n .. 7-6. -law en.f. or.ce men t _ in.n_ewsp,;;l.p_~Xs,_~hi.ch prom ised _
fers to "use you r PC to mak. e frau dule nt sell ers use t h e's e ' a·ctl ons·· agai nst get- rich -qui ck co-n sum- ers that ,:.fo r a-_$'ttfil'ii-'·:'
mon ey fast at your own pace ". com pute rs serv ices to prom ote self emp loym ent sche mes , in- tial inve stme nt and a $50 per
Othe r ads enco urag e cons ume rs "bus ines s oppo rtun ities ". The elud ing wor k-at -hom e scam s, mon th fee, they coul d cont ribto inve st in com mun icat ions trad itio nal "wo rk at hom e" pyra mid sche mes pitc hed on the ute to cha rity whil e mak ing
tech nolo gies , such as "900 " scne mes such as mak ing Inte rnet , and pre- pac kag ed mon thly retu rns as high as
num ber tele pho ne serv ices , hand craf ts and stuff ing, enve - sma ll busi ness es invo lvin g ev- $89, 700 whic h coul d be gene rwith prom ises of high retu rns lope s, have been repl aced by of- eryt hing from vend ing mac hine ated by paym ents they get for
,
and low- risk. The inve stme nt fers to "use your PC to mak e frau ds to soph istic ated med ical sign ing up new mem bers who
in turn , sign ed up addi tion al
attr acti ons of "900 " num ber mon ey fast at your own pace ". billi ng serv ices.
pay- per- call serv ices is the po- Oth er ads enco urag e cons umThe cam paig n, know n as "Op- new mem bers
tent iall y high pro fit to be ers to inve st in co m m unic a- erat ion Mis sed Fort une ", was
pany offe ring fran .m a d e-c--z O perc ent or mo re- tion s tech nolo gies , such as la unch ed last sum mer targ eted L a com
yzer s to be
from the $3 to $5 a min ute fees "900 " num ber tele pho ne ser- scam artis ts who capi taliz e on chis es for brea thal
cles driv en by
char ged to calle rs by the serv ice vice s, with prom ises of high re- dow nsiz ing, the grow th of hom e inst alle d in vehi
k driv ers in Cali prov ider. The mar kete r's prom - turn s and low- risk. The inve st- own ersh ips of com pute rs by conv icted drun
prom ised inve sises on thes e inve stme nts are men t attra ctio n of "900 " num - prom ising peop le opp ortu nitie s forn ia and th at
ence and tors who paid $25 ,000 plus
pend
inde
l
ncia
likel y to be false .
fina
for
the
is
ices
serv
call
perpayber
tion equi pRece ntly, a pyra mid sche me pote ntia lly high prof it to be to "be your own boss ". The bo- $5,0 00 for inst alla
they coul d earn
case agai nst Fort una Alli ance , mad e-20 perc ent or mo re- gus firm s char ge up-f ront fees men t tha t
year from cour t
an on-l ine mar keti ng busi ness , from the $3 to $5 a min ute fees rang ing from $30 to tens of thou - $288 ,648 per
was settl ed in whic h vict ims of char ged to calle rs by the ser- sand s of doll ars. Offi cials said refe rrals .
the on-l ine scam were enti tled vice prov ides . The mar kete r's the com pani es mad e false prom In add i tion , the Fed eral
refu nds in full for thei r mem - prom ises on the inve stm ents ises of high earn ings and relie d
e Com miss ion pub lish es
bers hip fees. The FTC char ged are likel y to be false .
on cons ume rs to mak e phon y ref- Trad
free broc hure s that exp lain
give
who
lls"
"shi
or
ces
that Fort una Alli ance , oper ateren
me
sche
mid
pyra
a
Rece ntly ,
frau dule nt sale s prac tice and
ing from a hom e page on the case agai nst Fort una Alli ance , prom ises , but fals e, repo rts
how cons ume rs can avoi d them .
Wor ld Wid e Web , ope rati ng an on-l ine mar keti ng busi ness , abo ut the bus ines s, and frefrom a hom e pag e on Wor ld was settl ed in whic h victi ms of quen tly fail to prov ide cons umWid e Web , indu ced thou sand s the on-l ine scam were enti tled ers with deta iled disc losu re
of cons ume rs in over 60 diffe r- refu nds in full for their - mem - docu men ts requ ired by fede ral
ent coun tries to pay $250 to bers hip fees . The FTC char ged or stat e law.
The FTC staf f estim ates that
$175 0 to join thei r pyra mid . For tuna Alli ance , ope ratin g
sche me. In addi tion , Fort una thro ugh a hom e page on the cons ume rs lose tens of mill ions
.pro vide d advi ce and prom o- Wor ld Wid e Web , indu cing of doll ars to get- rich -qui ck busi tion al mate rials for mem bers to thou sand s of cons ume rs in over ness scam s ever y year . "Sev eral
recr uit othe rs to join the 60 cou ntri es to pay $250 to facto rs are likel y cont ribu tors to
sche me. To sett le the char ges $175 0 to join thei r pyra mid the expl odin g .loss es we'r e see- .
ing toda y", said Jodi e Bern stein ,
.mad e by the FTC , Fort una Alli- sche me.
of the FTC 's Bur eau of
ance agre ed to term s proh ibitIn addi tion , Fort una Alli ance Dire ctor
ing them from "eng agin g, pro- prov ided advi ce and prom o- Con sum er Prot ectio n. "On e is
mot ing, offe ring for sale , or tion al mate rials for mem bers to gov ernm ent and corp orat e
sale , of any chai n or pyra mid recr uit othe rs to join the dow nsiz ing that crea tes a pool of
g for a safe plac e
mar keti ng prog ram ".
sche me. To sett le the FTC peop le sear chin
In ano ther rece nt on-l ine cha rges , For tuna Alli ance to inve st thei r nest eggs , a n-.
scam , US Hot line and othe r
Prov o, Utah , base d mar kete rs
of thre e "mo ney -ma king
sche mes settl ed char ges filed
agai nst them by the FTC . In
199 3, the FTC cha rged US
Hot line Inc. , a.k. a. US Car
Buy ers Alli ance , US job Find ers and US Pub lish ers Adv ocate s, with alleg edly selli ng
and prom otin g a seri es of
"gui des" for $20 to $50 each
that supp osed ly expl aine d how
to buy gove rnm ent seiz ed cars
at "giv e awa y pric es" or how to
find work -at-h omo jobs invo lving read ing book s or mak ing
hand craf ts. The FTC claim ed
the defe ndan ts misr epre sent ed
thei r refu nd polic ies, the pot.e ntial prof its and othe r aspe cts of
the plan . As part of the settl emen t, US Hotl ine will set up a
refu nd pool wor th up to $4 million , from whic h 85,0 00 consum ers will rece ive full refu nds
rang ing from $25 to $100 . In
add ition to the refu nds, the
settl eme nt also bar the defe ndant s from mak ing the sam e or
sim ilar mis repr esen tati ons
abou t any. prod ucts or serv ices
they mar ket in the futu re.
The y are also requ ired to give
futu re cust ome rs spec ific info rmati on abou t gove rnm ent auction s or work -at-h ome oppo rtunitie s and abou t thei r refu nd
polic ies.
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start building
YOUR financial empire?
We'll provide
tlle tools.
Whether your about to graduate or
interested in an imighcful summer
PAID internship. Duke & Company
has opportunities that will give you
the tools to build a solid career on
a finn foundation. As one of the areas most dynamic investment banking
organizations. we have a comprehensive training program for Stockbrokers.
You'll receive intensive. one-on-one training. group ~ning and enjoy a
supportive environment that'S conducive to growth including working alongside
million dollar produces. We'll even sponsor you for your Series 7 & 63.
C

db

Ready to pick up the tools of the
trade this summer? Stan by calling

Judd Spodek

at

~

1-8QO-355-DUKE.

We have immediate opportunities in

~pJ:~.U.

An equal opportunity

LEARN 6USJrmSS TO BUSINBSS
SALES FROM A LEADER!
Join 'our sales training program..·
Lead with m.ajor brands such as•••

~. Apple maxell M ~~~~. SONY:
Sales Training Program (salary plus bonus,
excellent medical plan). Manhattan location.
Qualified leads of companies with excess of
200 employees. No sales experience necessary. Contact: Sid Alkon, 212-675-1363 ext
301, Crystal Infosystems, 50 West 17th si.. NY,

NY 1001 1.

.

DUKE

& COMPANY INC.

•

REIGN INTERNS TARGET OF NEW·HEALTH
CUTS. THAT ULTIMATELY AFFECTS THE POOR

CRYSTAL INFOSYSDMS

Equal Opportunity Employer

By Nandel Palmer.

INVESTMDIT BANKING

continued (rom pg. 9

then, it has left these countries
because of the increase in local
rm n i m u m wages. Nike now
makes most of its sporting goods
in China, Indonesia, Vietnam and
Pakistan.
In its code of conduct a Nike
spokesperson said, "We seek to be
a leader in our quest to enhance
people's Ii yes through sports and
fitness. That means at every opportunity-whether in the design,
manufacturing and marketing of
products-in the environrrient; in
the areas of human rights and
equal opporturiity; or in our relationships in the communities in
which we do busmess-we seek to
do not only what is- required; -but
what is expected of a leader" If
Nike is to be a leader. it needs to
go further than it does now in proactrvely imporving conditions in
developing countries. It can afford to. Nike should share sorne
of its profits to increase the wages
of the laborers. the potential benefits for the hundreds and thousands of people who produce
sports shoes in deeloping countries are enormous. The company
can change the rule of the game
because the ball is in their court.
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United States' physicians. Ofthese, mised at the expense of the poor. a doctor. Esposito admitted that
approximately 85, percent are in His office hoped to find out more money was what attracted him to
Dr. William Boah walks out into practice serving predominantly in about the proposal as it relates to the medical field. And he, like
the waiting room of his Brooklyn. urban and underserved areas, and New York state.
Rahaghi, has no problem with formedical practice amid the din of 5 percent are in teaching, adminAccording to a report done by Pew eign doctors being trained in the
children's laughter. Before long, istration, or research.
Health Professions Commission, in residency program.
the Ghanaian-born doctor calls out
As it stands, a lot of the· the next 10 years, the United
For Boah who received his M.D.
the name of the little girl reading caregiversservingthesecommuni- States will have a surplus of at the University of Ghana (Legon)
aloud from "Snow White." Hand in ties are greatly appreciated by their 100,000 doctors. This finding has in 1972, and subsequently underhand, mother, daughter and doctor patients. Jackie Harewood, a single caused great distress to some went his residency and fellowship
walk to the examination room.
mother, waiting with her daughter health care experts' who say that training attwoofNew York's leadToday, scenes like these are still to. see the doctor, said that she's an over-abundance of physicians ing hospitals, cutting funding for
commonplace in the offices of many been a client of Dr. Boah's for more couId leave many young doctors, residency training would hurt the
doctors who serve in the inner city. than 17 years. "You don't have to who've spent hundreds of thou- lower-income communities in more
But a new proposal by the Clinton make an appointment to see him, sands of dollars studying; unem- ways than one,'he said. The doctor
administration to cut federal fund- and you don't always have to have ployed.
argued that since the proposal's
ing for residents at teaching hospi. ·Wh.iie- DOnna Shalala, tr.s, Sec- alleged targets are over seastals could hurt health .care for the
. retary of Health and Human Ser-. trained doctors, then there should
poor.
Dr. SoIange Remy, a vices, endorses the philosophy of he certain provisions in place to
According to health officials, the H · ·
b
h
training a limited amount of for~ have more American-trained docU.S. is facing an oversupply of docaltlan- orn P . ysi- eign doctors, she believes it's more tors serve these lower-income comtors. About 16,500 doctors gradu- cian in East N ew York, than fair for them to return to their munities.
~tefro~_~~~~.!C..!!..~l~~~~~¥~~:r:._._BIO.D~thiDk~O-o~,---h~~-~-:~u-~~ries
.~wo years. after.. ''If most American-trained docm the United._StB~$;__HQweve.J:"..i_~ . .....-:
, : ·.b-·c .. -~"'-,
;.., .
fnjJnJng1Scom~1bnmrd'tbat- -·torsweremandated .~ge~ t~_·
teaching hospitats, where they ~re]gn-traIDed-'"suClla-ieqwrement'coWttStancn coinniWiities~-W-s~ my'-guess that·
serve their residencies, are continu- doctors are indispens- the flow of doctors to America, who they would go, but they would not
ing'.to expan~tthe number o~ ~lots. able-in the inner-eities . see:he resi~encytrainin.~pro~m go ~gly, an,? that'~ what mak~s
available,.fillJng the extra positions
.
.. ..
asa steppmg stone to lDuDlgra- the difference, he said. Boah said
with graduates o~foreign medical
tion," Their returning home with that had. it not been for the resischool. Residents earn salaries of
new knowledge and skills from the dency program, depressed commu$35,000 to $40,000 per year, but money on the spot, either," she United States, would be better nities would not be as fortunate
federal subsidies for the hospitals said. "He's always here as I've served in their own countries, the todayto be served by some good
can run as highas.$l00 OOO,.result- never known him ,to take vaca- .secretary argued,
doctors who happened to be foring in a cash bonanza for the hos- tions,"
Some medical groups, like the As- eigners,
pitals and -pushing medical costs
Harewood said that if she were sociation ofAmerican Medical ColThe doctor also said that the preshigher.
to go to an aftluent area outside of lege and the American Medical ence of black doctors in a black comTo reduce both the cost and the her community, those doctors Association, favor government sub- munity. could transcend beyond
oversupply of doctors, apa~el of would first want her to present her sidies on a smaller scale for the caregiver. "Your presence has posiexperts from the Association of insurance. And if they don't see it, residency program; but withresi- .tive·influences among.black chilAmerican Medical Colleges she said, then they would not at- dency slots closely tied tothe num- dren who see you as a living ex(AAMC), the American Medical tend to her. Thus, she feels that the ber of U.S. medical school gradu- ample that they, too, can become
Association (AMA) and several lower-income communities couldn't ates, according to a report in the doctors someday as well."
other groups has recommended re- do without these foreign-trained Wall Street Journal of February 26.
Dr. Solange Remy, a Haitianducing the reimbursements and doctors.
And it urges teaching hospitals born physician in East New York,
.tying them to the number of doc"If the government stopped sub- with residents from abroad to look Brooklyn, thinks, too, that foreigntors who graduate from U.S. medi- sidizing residents, we could focus to those doctors' countries oforigin trained doctors are indispensable
cal schools.
our energies solely on learning to for subsidies, rather than to the in the inner-cities. The woman who
Already in New York State, a be good doctors and on giving pa- U.S.
was tra~ed in Mon~real, <?anada
trial of. the proposal is underway: tients better care," wrote Lloyd
In a small, int:0rmal survey~one before ~mg her .resIdency m New
The Health Care Financing Admin- Krieger, from an op-ed in the New in New York CIty to get feedback York, said that It would be a sad
istration, the federal agency that York Tiules of 3/8197. Krieger is a from doctors and med student~ on da~f':lrthepoor-especiaJJ!blacks
oversees Medicare and subsidizes resident physician at the U.C.LA what potential threat(s) foreign- _ifsuc~a'pI'Oposalofcuttingb~k
teaching hospitals' advanced tram- Medical Ceriter.
trained doctors pose to American on foreign doctors were to be m
ing of doctors, has begun paying
Even though Paul Hartman. Sen- doctors, ~~ ~tained a "live- . p~ce. She also couu;neBted on the
hospitals notto train residents.
ate Legislative-ctirector,in Albany, ,and-let-Jive attitude.
plight .of the working poor.~ho
One of the main points stem- thjnks that there's a physician sur"I am not threatened the least by make too much money:tobe~ble
ruing fmm the propimul is that resi- plus in the u .S., and New York competition,..said Kaivon Rahagbi, for ~v.ernment assistance- lIke
. dency training is not benefitting 'stateinpsrticu1ar,hesaid4rastic aN~YorkUniversity~d.year.MecbClUd. And those people who
Atperjcan.doctors but foreign ones. measures' to cu~ back on resident medi~~den~ "America was and only go ~·t~ed~r when they are
However; proponents for residency doctors could bnng about chaos.
always .will be a country where at ~eath s door.. ..'..
._
H
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Winners of The Ticker Sweepstakes:
Alex Tsang
Claude Baptiste
Jomo Clarke
·
Pauline Cooper
Ellen Fauerbach
John Arias
Storm Kim
Elizabeth O'Brien
George Frankel
Come to The Ticker Office at Room 1522,
360 PAS topick up your prize!
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foreign doctors like Dr. Boah be-

eauae 1:heseare.the practitioners

Joe ~to.a1sO~NYU. med

program eouJdha- detrbnentaI student, said tha~~bile some ~i~pac~
the I~~·
~ he. willmg.to serve .~

.o.n
.w.CODl1ln'~ ·.:~lfcuts are done-m.a~ ~.1D£OID8.andruralcomm~-

wboinvariably p to· serve the poor
.In theinner-eities.
•
humane . .y~tbeD·thereshouldbe ties; say, Cor benevolence sake, It
. Aeeording to the ACP, interna- .no problem." he said.'
woWd
be a wise move for -him

not

to glve~ somedDng-_.Whenyou.
eanc:onvmce a craekmotber to do

a JIll,llJUllOg!'8JD. a .1iC).~ black
.maR toeheck upon his ~te~ a
macho street tough touseconcJom.

no~oflDOl1f!!Jcould~pen-

_ ,,-:tioilal'Medi£al:~uat.es.(IGJ&8)-. ',.' ·.~.~.further·tbatcuts
~~~n)T~;wbe~~~.~badt~a~-:··~te.
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Ira M. Hersch
MingWong

.Managing Editor
Joanne Guo
Editor-In-Chief, "EIC"

Current Sports Editor,
Next Year's News Editor

The dictator of The Ticker clan, ready to whack any staff members who do
not meet their deadlines.

Joseph Malderalli
Current Sports Editor,
Edward Rodriguez (Arts Editor) &
Next Year's Editor-In-Chief
-

Brennan Marcano (Features Editor)
''You got a problem with us?"

Dusan Stojkovic
News Editor

Brennon Marcano
Features Editor

Marlon Layton
Edward & Manny Rodriguez
Arts Editors
Since the twins are almost identical,' we feel that you
only need to see one of them (Edward) to know how
the other one looks like.

Madelyn Tavera

,

Copy-Editor

,"_.Coby Herd
Exhale Editor
~

Office Manager

i·

._

. YimWong

Adv~rtising Manager
. ~Alt 8)!O(Jl ~11U j~H1'\) ~HJ
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Everybody who was anybody was at The Armony oil Thursday, May
8 during club hours! Among the clubs and organizations, we can
mention Hillel ofNY, The Hispanic Club, The Golden Key Society,
NABA, Asian Students Assoc., A SEDOM, Helpline, and many, many
others. Of course, Student Life was there organizing the event and,
as always, providing the students with fun and entertainment. The
only complaint? There was no veg food, you speciciests!
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Sharon dear,
My memories of you will always be of this energetic young lady full of pep &
novel ideas. We might have had a rough beginning, however I've always
recognized in you a special talent-you made mountains move. Nothing has
stood in your path and you've always managed to conquer the impossible. I
liked that about you. You remained tenacious about realizing your dreams.
I am glad you did. I've loved working for you and with you. I am going to
miss you terribly, and its not going to be easy replacing you. The future is
yours, be happy with Peter and don't forget us poor peasants.
Bonne chance cherie! --Jeannette.·

Never Say GoodBye.
Awooden plaque can last a few decades,
but someone truly inspirational can last a lifetime.
An individual who has transcended beyond
the extent of what her resume says.
A terrific sense of humor and tenderful warm smile.
The incredible integrity, a colossal compassion, and
Her charismatic character would make a great documentary.
Sometimes stern, but her philosophy on education
has always been wise and knowledgeful.
A unique and wonderful woman who cherished her work.
She has touched' a little special miracle
within each and every one of us.
A teacher, an advisor, a counselor, a mentor,
and most of all, a friend.
Stay strong, stand proud, keep shining,
and Never Say Goodbye Sharon LaL
-- Ringo.

Dear Sharon,

Although I haven't known you very long,
it was a pleasure working in the same office as you.
You always tried to help someone who had a problem or a
question. We're all going to miss you very much and hope
you'll be happy and successful in California.
Best of Luck !
--Melissa.

Dear Sharon.
Thanks tons for all your support, advice and insights this year!
You'll be sorely missed. I wish you loads of luck, love and joy in
California and wherever else you go!
Love, Claudia.

New Health Cuts Target
.Foreign Interns and the Poor
continued from page J5

they are at death's door.
"As a woman serving the black
.~ommunity, 1 find it very pleasing
to
give
back
something...When you can convince a crack mother to do a
mammogram, a 50-year-old black
.man to check up on his prostate,
a macho street tough to use condom, no amount of money could
compensate for that high," she
said.
She went on to say that over
time, relationships formed with
her
many
Dominican,
Trinidadian, Jamaican, and Haitian patients, have evolved-into
more than just doctor-patient relationship. "I eat their food; I feel
their pain, and 1 speak their language," she said, "therefore, 1 see
most of the ladies more like sister-friends. Now, tell me where

Sharon,
You've always been in my corner,
and I will miss having you there.
Thanks for being you,
Love, Traci
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Lydia Brown graduated
summa cum laude from Baruch last
spring, and complains now that if
she had it to do all over again, she
would integrate friendship, formed
amo~g fellow ~tudents, with her
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i wisn ~'OU the best of lUCK lor the future.

You will he truly missed:
--\er()mc~

Dear Sharor..
lour genuine commitment to l'\ceilenc(' has heen \('~\
inspirational to me. Your determination to make a success
out of every task has paved your road to success. You are a
true leader in every sense of the word. It has been a great
pleasure working with you. I will truly miss you!

Best wishes for your continued success.
Sincerely, Luz.
Sharon,
I just want you to know how much I've appreciated all your help over these
many years. You do the job ofat least 3 people and will be irreplaceable. You
keep the student center operation running efficiently and professionally. The
College is a richer and safer environment for students because of you. You are
smart, quick and decisive and you get the job done. You support your colleagues in all ways without question. I am sure you will take California by
storm. California has known earthquakes, fires, floods, Santa Anna winds and
soon Sharon Lai. When you get there they won't know what hit them! One
thing's sure, things will run a lot smoother out there. I will miss you, the
students will miss you, the College will be a poorer place without you, and we
will all have a lot less chocolate around here after you leave. Best of luck, and
--Mark.
for gosh sakes' get married already!
Sharon,
Your time at Baruch
Has been both good and bad
But now that your leaving
We're really so sad.
But you're going away
To a place that's more fun
Who is this poem from?
It's from George Washing-ton ( & Marcy).
--Signed, Chester A. Arthur
'(nom de plume)

rificing not buying a house, not
having a family, and then have
people tell me what branch of
medicine 1 should get into," said
Crichton. Currently, residents
pay back an average of $1,500 per
month after graduation, she said.
In the meantime, some doctors
maintain that they will always
serve the poor. As for Dr. Boah,
there are great merits for him in
serving his Brooklyn patients, he
said.
"I enjoy what I'm doing," he
said, his eyes brightening. "I
don't like being a specialist because treating aickne sses and
saving lives in the process are
foremost in my being a doctor.
And 1 also make enough money
to live on."

meeting a fellow international male his· age-as In the long· term, he will things about people you don't neestudent in her first class, the.fi- be ricber mentally and educationaIly. essarily would know outside of
nance m.ajor could sense that the .''How boring it would be if everybody class." But he maintained that this
bond developed between them were the same in all your classes," shouldnot be an excuse for not makwould survive the boundaries of the he said. "This is college - the bridge ing friends.
classroom. Today, Li and that Pol- to the real world. Sometimes some
One professor said that with
ish student are both platonic friends of these older students know more Baruch's commuter campus, people

~~~"1il~~~:tr-;:ae;£. . ~...I m;=';~fnendsat .. -~~to:~a:::-~~J:.~:~~':;:;':::';_

Sharon.
\ ou

the time managed care is finished
wreaking its damage among doctors, hospitals will become more
like elementary school classrooms. She said that she has spoken to several interns who have
had regrets about becoming doctors. One of them in particular,
said that if she had it to do all
over again she would have done
something more "practical," like
becoming a fashion designer, instead of going through all these
changes in health care.
Crichton said that all this negative fervor about foreign doctors
is due in part to managed care.
And even though she thinks there
ought to be better representation
of doctors in the inner-cities, she
feels thatchoices should be left
up to the doctors and not the government.
"I refuse to spend 12 years sac-

The "Teflon" Phenomenon
By Nandel Palmer

\

else could they go and get this
type of treatment? Certainly not
on Park Avenue."
Echoing Dr. Remy's sentiment,
Monthy Williams, an occupational therapist trained at Downstate Medical Center in Brooklyn,
said 'that· black people have always looked for doctors who dispense t en dez-, loving care, but
that increasingly, good treatment
.is being bought at a premium.
Managed care, he said, is the new
trend in health care where patients see less of doctors and more
of people like himself - nurses,
physical therapists, and so forth.
"Foreign-trained doctors are definitely a godsend to low-income
communities," Williams said.
Jacinth Crichton, a psychology
lecturer at New York Medical
College, and who once aspired to
be a medical doctor, said that by

•

Shal'OR M. Lai
Acting Di,.ectop of Student Activities

Ottice ofStutlent lite
Student Development & Cou"seling
Sharon,
Every now and then, someone comes along, someone who naturally
makes everyone feel a little happier, a little more alive. You've been
that someone to me. You've given me a new perspective on a lot of
things--including myself.
There are things that you've said that I'll always remember and ways
that you've helped me that 1'11 never forget.
It hasn 't always been easy, but the time we have spent together I will
always remember as the best! So, Thanks for being the wonderful
person that you are. I am both glad and grateful that we've had the
opportunity to be colleagues.
It's time to say that I'll miss you,
and then the mature thing would be to get over it.
There, I've said it,
but I'm not so sure about that other part!
All my best wishes.
-Carl A.

.
.'.

bution to all my classes."
close. .
Some people say that there's
"The part-time nature and the
something inside all of us which course-scheduling difficulty at
emits sparks that draw others to us, Baruch, I think, get in the way of
but for Steve Povich, there's no such both students and professors," said
sparks. ''I give telephone numbers, Wall Street Journal coluninist and
beeper numbers, addresses, to both Business & Financial Writing promen and women, but people just fessor, Leon Wynter. He said most
don't bother to call," he said. "I am students and professors would want
the one who is constantly in touch to be more sociable, but with many
with them...While being in class to- students holding down full time
gether, everything is hunky-dory, but work and studying simultaneously,
once the semester comes to a close, this is next to being impossible.
people have nothing to do with you.
Who cares ifI make friend here
Some even pass you on the street like or not," a student said when asked
total strangers." Povich said it's a about friendship at Baruch. But Hushame that after five years at man Resources Management senior,
Baruch, he cannot honestly say that Rafael Pena, countered by saying:
he's met areal friend. "Something is "There are many advantages in havwrong somewhere; perhaps it's me, ing friends at the college you attend
but I doubt that," he said.
"The most important advantage
. Another reason for friendships' about having good friends, is the
not sticking at Baruch, sotri~ stu- help and support they give dents said, is the lack of campus per whether scholarly assistance or othse. 'Tve had friends since my fresh- erwise; my neighborhood friends
man years at Howard University," cannot give me this."
.
.
said Garfield Bush, a primary eareRaoulAgard, a CIS semor, said
physician in Brooklyn. "For the m~t t~t m~g and ~tainjnggood
part, if you live on campus, you re friendships at college IS no cut and
bound to run into the same people at dry issue. He said that firstly, people
parties, in the cafeteria, down the who tend to gravita~.~~a::de8:~h
hall, at frat meetings, and so forth, other, most often than not, snare
whereas non-cam.pus colleges don't some common. in~rests. Secondly,
atiordstudents these kinds of..In-. ~.lriendships, i(~hey must suryour-face contacts. Thererore, ii's im- vive, have to be nurtured, likepeop~e
possible. to. leave a university like making a con~ous effort to stay m
Howard and not having at 1easttwo contact,.·do tb1Dgs together, and 80
good friends."·
..
on. . Wh~ all these elem.ents ~e
Dean Aaron agrees WIth Bush malntamed, then the friendship.
to a certain extent: "Ifone is in a com- . could yield a horde of good. for both
.cremts~"'··.· .-:' . ...,. .... - .
th~-.a'~ of ~... munal setting, living 10~out patties ·through net~~r~ espe. . 'When21:~~~~
';··'''1.bi.r':~··' ~y~ve . Of~·~~,.~ will ~rovide these ciallY eareer"~'
.
.. fro rtL.:__ to ~~~ vnse. , .. l%~... ..... ....
..
cts better This -.n.-fta"_ set-.
.i:
.
·,4.:C8-~
m.~U1UA
D~uu;J,' ~. : .. ·sa·I·d· tha"·.he ·tritll:"lO:.:-.iJ;).UalD . c;onta . . ..
.
..~ . ' .
'
.
-~_.._. _~:..,.. .. _.. ,., :'7··
-~.
but after·,,·
. :tr;
,:
'~ .f!,• . . , . - : . '
.
'hoine·aua
m:find· t
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Baruch with American-American
students because all most of them
talk about is sports, or other things
non-native born can't identify with,"
Li said. "I find that international
students have a lot more in common
with each other..." She cited also
that one big reason why there aren't
more platonic relationships like
hers in school is that on occasion
guys can't be friends with a female
without it becomingamore
intimaterelationship.
While Daniels has no problem being friends with younger
classmates evening student Eileen
Sutherland, said that she has noth.ing in common socially with a typical day student, who is invariably
much younger than the average
evening student.
"When most day students
are concerned about what outfit
they should wear to the party for
the weekend, my worries are mortgage payments, babysitters,· and
grocery shopping," the management sophomore said. .
Leah Steinberg also echoed
Sutherland's sentiments: "I took a
.day cl~ two years ago and I felt so
~n,has~thatstu~entswho out of place," said the finance ma~ ~volved m e~cular a~- jor who graduated high school25
'tiVlties, get more from.this expen- . years ago. "It wOwd be ridiculous
ence. than those who Just come to for me to become friends with these
'_~ class and then rus~ out, "There kids. What :would I do with them,
.~. ought to be something more than b
them?"
. ".
.
just showing up to class," he said.
urp. On the other band, Sam
."Your college experiences~d be Jules, aneveiDric:.accounting senior,
SOJDetbiIlg.more tbanamassmg 128 said he loves beinginclas• .where
her fingers runmng through her
shoulder-length blond hair, "but now
1 deeply regret doing so.".
As another graduatIon. approaches, a lot of students are singing Brown's tune. They contend that
more and more they're finding out
ho~ i~perative ~t is to. form and
maintam good friendships among
their college peers. But other~ say
.?o~ever hard they try, good .friendship among fellow students IS hard
to come by. As a matter of fact, one
student dubbed this phenomenon
the Teflon friendship.
''People who get together best
are those who take pa:t in student
activities," said AsSOCIate ?ean of
Students Ronald M. Aaron. 'Ideally,
w~'re lu~ky to ~d.two or thret; good
friends m our lifetime, but we ve all
had acquaintances."
The dean went on to say that
good relationships don't. happen
overnight - . they're cultIV~ted. A
g~ friendshi~ grows over t~e, h~
said, and t?at It has to s~ve crises. He said also that mynads?f
Baruch students have met their
spouses while studying here..
Research, accord'ing to
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bea ch
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Bro nx zoo
Cen tral Park
flea ma rke t
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Mo. vies
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relaxing
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AZ 'K BA TC RE KI M CR AR ZT KS LR
RU NN IN GL BR XO GL TK LG W IZ G
EL ET LG XU FG LV TZ IR EI GM KT
TX IR KL ET LM PI LN GP M BR UL C
CR M CB XK PE TC ER UC M TG EG EN
RU TL RG M EA IN SP AI RX NA NI K
A 'E B R I T B L M R T K R N B T K GT E L B
RO LL ER BL AD IN GF XN PR AR ·C E
TN CA PK ET RA ET CE M FA ED LK A
BY IM XG XP KF XG BF EL GM VR TC
RA TP NI BM EN CM EI PA KL EI LH
PL ZE RG NI TB XN TA KE ZF NX AM
CP RU KE CG FN LI RI NI FM TK RM
BR ON XZ OO EO TK EX IL NI UC NZ
IE KT LC AF RI ZR LF ZM FG RR LK
RT EC GR BK CT BM PK RG BL EG CX
BA PI CN I CL AN CA ET SL LO RT S
KE UA KL RN TC M UZ I ER AI BC LZ
LH RI TE ZG RA IL GR BL PM RG M A
KT KZ RA NK EV TC ZL AE SC AZ TR
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A n sw er to
la st is su e' s
W o rd
S ea rc h

Add ams Fam ily
Bos om Bud dies
Cos by Show
Duk es of Haz zard
._- ..~ .. ER-, ".

My brot her Man ny, ,
the hip hop anti -her o,"
and I were thus in fora
treat as we took a trip to "
the corn er of 48th stree t
D ixon sUrr oun d·
V.l.C~·Froh~Ras,-Kinah~DJBIackandJay
)
'te>p
from
ise
ckw
(clo
her:
'Cip
Park
set
Sun
t
mee
and 4th Ave nue to
.
.
Sun set Park 's own Edw ard Rod rigu ez (cen ter).
~w~ere, E.N.E.M~Y •..·.happerL~.ourlives, wha twe. see
,.)70h,
Park
,
the
t
abou
this
to,
ghet
the
t
abou
DJ
E.N. E.M. Y. Min dz. In visitin~
. .aI"9~nd ~:.!~~ees~'t ne~s;.~~'y'
i .
• •<~~~~
I~.~
~KrJ
•••
tiha
t~~"
-,gf
~o~
.~~
mea n· tbatb..eC~l1x:stt:~w~~-_.-~ ..
Blac k's Blac kber ry ~~s
~.~
;;;
00t
?,,
OUh
be'Y
·May
etto.h
a'ghhas
4th
ana
49th Stre et betw een 3rd
from?" "I'm roun ded by this 'nega tive envi ronyou
are
here
..''W
like.
we
but
Park
et
Suns
t
abou
d
hear
Aven ue, we talke d earn estly , pas, that' s men t, we'r e gonn a go out there and
yeah
"Oh,
e?"
Slop
Park
from
r
othe
y
ever
g
thin
e
sam
the
sion ately and leng thy abou t hip got
kill peop le 'caus e othe r peop le are
by Suns et." ,
drug
has
d
rhoo
hbo
neig
,
cuas
Bori
rity,
integ
hop, mus ical
I wan t to ask you abou t the killin g. It's just a fact of life that
:
E.R.
e's
Ther
shit.
that
all
and
ers...
deal
does
Suns et Park and life.
E~M' .Y. Min dz. Man y ever y nega tive envi ronm ent
E.N.
name
e
wher
is
This
.
here
out
vibe
a
just
was
I
I reali zed I wasn 't alon e as
to KRS -()ne . man ipul ate your lives. Now it's up
Tang
Wufrom
ts
artiS
.
man
live,
cons tantl y brou ght back to the joy we
and spiri tual feeli ng of hip hop in
hear ing track s from their new album from "Ji'kck A Few MCs Up,"
to "Rhy ming On The Bloc k. " Wha t- .:
sepa rates this grou p from the rest
of hip hop acts toda y is their matu - ,..
rity, intel ligen ce, and ever incre asing impr ovem ent (easi ly seen inth e
ciph ers of new rhym es and beat s
we were cons isten tly laced with ).
This was cons isten t from Me's Ras
and v.I.e. Froh z to prod ucer s DJ
Blac k and Jay Dixo n. From this
five hour sessi on of beat s, blun ts,
frees tyles , 40s, and know ledg e cipher s I've extra cted exce rpts ofju st
our first hour in Blac k's studi o:
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Edw ard Rod rigu ez: Wha t's so
impo rtant abou t repr esen ting the
->.
neig hbor hood of Sun set Park ,
s::
.s::
Broo klyn ?
w~
Ras: Ever y Mes gonn a go out their
.
~tQ_ JlQ. ~L~J M~land put thei r town on the map and
-and -Edw ardR od.e z--a rise .OD, afWl
eft)
.-(l
--aa
-a:wQIV
were
'Hop
Hip
. that' s basic ally ·wha t we'r e doin g. I . edge .'
. .
thin k if you hone stly wan t to talk
behi n'd thei r , .W~l!J.o,.sit there~d take it whe re
abou t char acte risti cs of this neig h- DJ Blac k: _rmjUst"tired,~f goin g have ..8 . ph~o~op;hy
let it
e. Wha t'syo m? '," ",....,,- -- you wan t togo . You wan t.to
borh oodS unse t's disti nct from any out to club s, going out to plac es nam
d! Ask man ipula te you or not. Weg otth at
kGo
Than
e!
odow
D:.-S
Dixo
?"
from
y~u
you
ere
n,
"Wh
mea
I
.
ing)
hood
hear
hbor
(and
othe r neig
because·tIle title s of the. song s and
?!
know
you
id
owd
~~H
ak
me,a
sh*t
re?!"
and
"Whe
em,
."
Harl
Park
set
like
"Sun
,: got plac es
tha tBas: BaSically, wha t it stan ds for- wha t we writ e abou t refle cts
are
e
ther
k
thin
Ras: That 's the whole thing .
whic h is fat, but I
y Neg ative our situa tion . It's a meta phor for
char acte ristic s here that you ain't Blac k: "Yeah, I seen that movi e." the E.N.E.M. t: is Ever
ipul ates wha t we see and wha t happ ens. If
Man
t
men
iron
Env
Park
and
e
fact
Ridg
The
Bay
n
else.
wee
here
"Bet
now
lOnn a see
ght some body give s a 'pound of. wee d
itkri
Mri
the
then
and
r...
You
pt
you
ns,
inica
Dom
e."
ROt
Slop
that you
hy. and sOmebody else give s that sam e
le,
peop
k
,Blac
DiXoD: Not ,to far from Coney Is- -tbere ., .: It's a aeftteDCe,.philosOP
Span ish, you got
Wha t the: IUlIIi e stan ds for is the
Mexican. You got all thos e ditTer- land .
conli#Ued on ptIIJe n
e
BIae k: -rhe N line, theR line?" who le conc ept of the albQJD.-We'r
ent kind s of peop le.
thin gs that
V.I. C. Fro hz: Ever ybod y talk I'm tired of that sh*t. "Sun set . deal ing with diffe rent
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"] speak the facts Black / I don't exaggerate ..."
Lord Jamar ofBrand Nubian "Ragtime"
''Now what the f*ck has this politician
did for you?!"
Big Gipp of Goodie MOB "Goodie Bag"
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Taking a trip down my way, all I see
are our problems reconstructed in the
same way, with the difference ofa day
adding a depressed versatility: Being
sent home from friendly corner conversations by undercover swine despite the absence ofO.E. Looked down
upon through assumption and

Mes·out tbere; you better stand clear..:.;-E.N~E~M.Y.Mindz'is abOut· to world premiere:
Rodriguez (I. tor.) wit~ V.I.C. Frohz and Ras.
of you are Puerto Rican (all except is different from the average fan
Dixon), do you feel you're' a strug- across the country 'cause in N.Y.
gling minority in hip hop? Is hip we see Puerto Rican Mes everyday.
hop part of Puerto Rican culture?
We see Spanish, Dominican, whatR~s: :Y_~~',.~e d~~nit.~1y_th~§Q...~.~yer~_W.~.§..~.~Sp~j_~h
__MQ~,~Y~!Y~ __ ~
especially cause we were these. If '. day InNew York. Mayhe if you
you think about breakdancing, went to the midwest and ask them
graffiti writers, they were there the same question they'd say they
from the get. We go through the see MexicanMCs everyday 'cause
same struggle and I believe we both there ain't no Puerto Ricans there.
in the same neighborhoods. We They ain't no Mexican rappers in
both living the same stuff. We're this neighborhood.
both living under the same circum- Ras: It goes back to image but I
stances.
think if you know how to f*cking
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Ras: It does. It's how you come off
on stage. KRS could make f*cking
white people move. On stage, it's
all about your performance. A lot
of hip, hop_~~~ ~hese ~~..:r.s .~~
__ ._
have. that .atrra, t~.PT:eS~~:~
the stage to move a crowd. I think
with us it doesnt matter.
Muthaf*ckas look at me-a short
little Puerto Rican n*gga from the
block.
E.R.: Ras, I wanted to ask you
about your philosophy appearing in
The E.N.E.M.YMindz internet site
(www.akula.coml-mceeras) saying
that "there are no permanent
friends, only people who share common interests."
Dixon: I ask him about that, too.
Ras: Well, that's a philosophy.
That was, and he (Dixon) questions
me on the same thing too, one of
those things. My psychology professor told us the saying, and I sat
there and thought about it. I'm like
'wait a minute' because the only
reason that I thought-Would I
still be with Dixon if we didn't
make music together? Would everybody be here if we didn't have
music in common. I don't know. I
just brought that up (in a song)
because I just think the line that
goes before thatDixon: I t rhymes with the line
before.
Ras: "Something about into thinking cristal and Moscinol or acting
like AI Pacinol or Scarface gonna
said your steelol we knowl that
doesn't last in this business! 'cause
there's no permanent friends!
there's only people who share common interests-" SOme sh*t like
E.N.E.M.Y. MiDd~d beats provided by Jay Dixon 0.) and DJBlack.
that I'm talking about it as a whole.
Black:
It's not something that's personal.
of it. Alright, you wanna f*ck
Harassed the same by the rock a crowd anywhere in the E.R.:'A question of how we develop
around. Start shooting and killing. cops.
world.
our lives.
Well, this could happen. Boom! E.R.: No doubt.
Dixon: ,IPeY don't care.
. Ra8: Right. No doubt. It's like
He's just blessing n*ggas.
Ras: True.i.The average fan: is E~R.::Jfihis day and age, does . right now you nave to beamafioso
E.R.: You guys are Hying hip hop your ~~ and Puerto Ric~j~:,:;.·"perforniaDC~ IPean·~~ganyall ~y;:~ whole lives,' and :inostDixon:~ The,average NewY(;r~:.rDlore? . . .:~.~'. ~':: ...:". ,L ~:} . 7 - '
.
·.. ~1I.ti~ued on page 29
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person a job. Which one are you
~ gonna pick? Most brothers sit there
~ and pick the pound of weed.
Dixon: They don't want to get up .
every day and go to work. The
songs on the album say that also.
We bave a song called "Deuil's
Gun." It'stalking about n*ggas out
here.
There's no hand to
hand...whatever. It's a story telling the negative things people die
by...We also got songs like "Frch. A
Few MCs Up"
Ras: That's freestyle.
Dixon: That's like a freestyle.
Ras: Some Me sh*t.
Dixon: Just freestyle with the chorus of "time to roll my sleeves up."
Instead of talking about it's time
to talksh*t about you on wax, it's
time to shoot my best lyrical sh*t
at you. That's what we mean by
the &L?*ck A Few MCs Up."
E.R.: Yeah, you got that from the
'Liks (Tha Alkaholiks).
Ras: The'Liks. No doubt.
Dixon: Exactly. I was feeling that.
We got "Me Of The Year" which is
my personal joint I did for him.
That's how I feel about him (Ras).
That, I think, is probably one ofthe
best (songs). We also got a song
called "Nightrnares,' It's a negative environment to us because it's
about the extinction of hip hop. The
whole culture.
Ras, V.I.C., Dixon, Black in unison: "'Nightmares.' No more'
blunts. No more drinks. Nightnia-res·.-·ffipn~p·QYin!f No' more
fat tracks. No freestyles."
V.I.C.: That's coming in so perfect
right now being that we got Biggie,
Tupac, and all this mess. N* ggas
just throwing it at you, letting you
know what it would be like if hip
hop wasn't here and you just gotta
listen to it and you're gonna understand that Ras is giving you a taste
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jestering in the form ofzaciat coneurnp-

tion and rode ignoring. My reflection
and retrospection become the imagery
you see when you decipher verbatim
the text under Smo's hip hop illustration. Suddenly. there are those who
have lived their lives in the ignorant
bliss necessary to sustain comfort in
the U.S. So as I continue to contest
with new questioning and answers, it
is now I they soon contest They create a confusion by explaining my journey in reverse to falsely proofthe truth
is not what I converse.
But I saw all that.
Many have described my opinions
and beliefs as a form of liberalism.
They claim, with extreme nescience,
that I amjust a liberal. However, this
is only a simpleton way ofdismissing
the issues and problems I bring up,
and the solutions I subsequently pose.
In order to dispel this improper classification, the proper definition ofliberal
and its related. terms must be given.
Simply put, liberals and Democrats
are just conservatives and Republicans in plain clothes. Camouflaged in
the disguise ofthe average blue collar
worker, they use a liberal vocation to
mask a conservative purpose.
• A liberal is someone who is asking
. for programs, assistance and/or service, etc., to be done for the sector of
society that is worse oft: This sector,
primarily the impoverished Black and
Latino population, that is fought for is
propelled by a fundamental ideology
that goes deceptively unnoticed. This
ideology is a simple' restructuring of
"white man's burden" in order to fit
the politically correct era oftoday: The
liberal ideology is a unique blend of
United States ideals with a consciousness consisting ofhumanist leanings.
It fails primarily because the hypocrisy ofD.S. ideals is what drives and
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directs the liberals' actions despite the This oddly enoughdoes not always
consciousness ofsome liberals having disconnect the people from giving supmany good intentions.
port. This is because the people, unThe conflict between humanist Con- fortunately; believe they are inferior
sciousness and contradictory U.S. ide- and need this help.
alism causes their achievements to be
Although the action taken may be
useless in bringing change to the en- different, the liberal is a present day
vironment they choose to speak for. extension ofthose carrying the "white
They will, as a result, support the need man's burden."
The liberal appeals to the average
of a strong work ethic, an ideal that
blends with both taught U.S. ideals BlacklLatino person struggling in the
and humanist consciousness, and con- U.S. for more reason than the things
formably support workfare as a solu.;·· they hope to give. We often believe the
. tion to welfare. They naturally see the liberals' reasoning and feel that hel
forced dependence created by welfare . she is on our side because they underand fight for the people, which they stand the situation and its correspondchoose to represent, to work. They .ing ideals. However, this is usually the
would be properly in line with their contrary and we are the fools.
ideology. as the work ethic would be
Illegal immigration is often supinstilled into these people, and simul-' 'ported by the liberal, and we obviously
taneously reinforce ·their humanist agree with this courageous conviction
side by adding independence to they undertake to uphold. We either
peoples' lives.
feel that we deserve to be in the United
However, their blindness comes wi th States because the prosperity here is
not seeing the forced dependence cre- at our expense (the case with Dominiated by workfare. They don't experi- cans, Jamaicans, Haitians, etc.), or
ence the limited mobility and frustra- that the U.S. is our home as well (the
tion in having ajob that hopefully will situation of the Mexican).
However. the liberal often supports
lead to a stable nowhere. They fail to
recognize the outside factors directly illegal immigration because of the
affected by change incorporated for a cheap labor needed to sustain U.S.
rate of return, not a rate of progress. society This corresponds with the libThey don't hear the 59 year old men erals' conflicting ideology of U.S. idebeing told that the janitor's work they alism (support ofthe U.S. economy at
are undertaking should be done for the all costs) and humanist consciousness
preservation of dependence, not the (giving people hope in the U.S.)~ The
conflict is never realized with the libresurrection of independence.
With regard to race and ethnicity, the eral because he/she doesn't see the
action taken by the liberal changes. other factors such as oppressive labor
The Black or Latino liberal is some- and forced migration inflicted on imone begging for something. They usu- migrants ofthe Caribbean and South
ally argue that what they are asking America.
The other side of the spectrum, the
for is necessary for the sustainment of
the community as they horribly know conservative, contains the ideology
it. However, their overall achieve- that encompasses United States idements have been the establishment of ology the best. The average conservaour dependence (i.e, Puerto Ricans tives are those people that care to pregaining United States citizenship wel- serve their wealth, and/or those with
fare, ete.) and the counterstructuring limited knowledge ofthe structure and
of disguised oppression (i.e. The Com- functional purpose ofU.S. institutions
monwealth of Puerto Rico, ofgovernment, economy; etc., with respect to the BlacklLatino, poverty
workfare,etc.).
The white liberals' course of action stricken or not.
The conservative differs from the
differs as hislher position as an outsider from the primary "help needed" liberal in that there is DO conflict besector, is-highlighted by hislher lack tween their belief in U.S. ideals and
of color and common heritage. The humanist consciousness. The human
white liberals' ideology is thus traced consciousness is virtually non-existent
to "white man's burden" much easier because they refuse to even consider
than other minority liberals. He/she the plight of all those around them.
will often have the charitable concern The reality ofour lives is irrelevant as
that something needs to be given to . longas there is no direct effect to them.
the community for it to prosper. Their Their human consciousness is one
actions ultimately constitute a prom- with their ideals ofmaking money; and
ise pledged on a pedestal ofhighness. its accumulation and preservation are

the needs in order to satisfy to replenish consciousness.
. The liberal and conservative ideologies are best manifested in the political careers ofDemocrats and Republicans. The magic ofthe politician is that
his/her actions may only reflect a consciousness and idealism that is strategically constructed for the people to
believe. He/she may not actually have
a liberal thinking in reality or a conservative mind frame. They are politicians and need only reflect an ideology that is popular and justifiably explainable in retrospect.
Our classification into a specific ideological realm is limited to those believing in U.S. ideals. I do not share this
beliefsystemand therefere cannot possibly be placed in either:;;......:libernl or
conservative.
Someone who represents tne perspectiveofthe Black and Latino peopiin the ghetto to the mainstream publie \ i.e. college, merna, politics, etc..
would be a liberal. I am also seen in
this way; a person of color reiterating
the problems of my people as a close
outside force. However, this wrong label is how Blacks and Latinos ofevery
expressive medium, from hip hop to
media, eventually lose touch with their
people.
I am a representative ofmyself, and
in givingthe perspective of my life and
its issues, I illuminate the lives of my
Black and Latino people from the
ghetto. Those that disagree with me
are only reinforced by the myth that I
am some outside force that justifies
and reverses circumstances ofhip hopping real n*ggaz to prove we aren't
subhuman and inferior in any way. I
cannot do that for that is already so. I
only try to explain us and better our
lives with elucidated answers.
I just keep telling you what makes
me sick, giving you hip hop without
the drum kick. Please, don't let the
teacher teaching be a gimmick, because being a student was never a
trick. You know the roles ofhow I pack
a blue tool for these fools, to yell at
them verbatim more and more. Because if I said 'F Foxy Brown I'd only
be telling you what she's good for.

"We cango that far 'cause we know who
we really are. n

Outloud ofBlahz.ay Blohzay"Jackpot"
- ...cause graffiti that I place upon the
.
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"lntro" from Stakes Is High IP
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ies or places just get immediately ,
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connected to some sort of music~ style, or scene. -Seattle is.- or used
to be the worlds' capital of what- ~
ever it is the music industry labeled as 'Grunge'; England used
to be famous for its Punk-scene,
nowadays replaced by something
called 'Britpop', Germany is stuck
with its huge Techno-scene and
after all, New Orleans still has
the Bluuuuues, baby...
So, what about New York City?
- Hip hop vs, Frank Sinatra?
Well, this actually is a rather
senseless question to think about,
since this city can't be labeled
with anything but everything. To
me though, it will. always be
linked to the music and lifestyle
I live and love New York
Hardcore.
Since I'm probably going to
write more about this particular
style of music as the semesters go
by (e.g. show and CD reviews), let
me give those of you, who aren't
familiar with NYHC and open
minded enough to read on, a
simple introduction:
History: It all started way back
in the early 80's, when Punk and
Metal attracted those, who were
sick of watching Madonna,
Michael Jackson or Wham shaking their butts and combing their
hair for nothing but the $$$. To
some few, even Punk and Metal
didn't seem to be what it used to
when it first started out. Most of
the true Punks simply died out,
and with the invention of MTV,
90 percent of the Metalheads discovered the starlight of music videos and media, and all of a sudden started to comb and perm
their hair just like all their new
MTV- buddies. Refusing to accept
this new movement in music historv"" , some few kids started to
shave their heads ... and that's
when it all started.
Bands like Mi n or Threat,
Youth of Today, Sick of it all, CroMags and Agnostic Front can be
considered to be the 'founding
fathers"of Hardcore. They've
paved the way for everybody in
the movement. Most of these
bauds came deep out of the underground music scene of New
York City, and that's exactly
where they stayed up to this day
under the grounds of a mainstream and money-orientated
music business. Only a few
bands, like Sick of it all for example, 'scratch the surface' of the
big music market every now and
then. But that's not were they
belong, 'cause tha t's not what
Hardcore is about ...
By the late 80's the scene was
blooming. Numerous bands,
weekly shows and Hardcore-Ioving kids soon established a scene
with a sense of unity that was undeniable. Unfortunately some
kids took the unity part a bit too
serious and screwed up the harmony with a crew mentality that
led to riots at shows and segregation within the scene. It calmed
down for a while, but never dead.
Now Hardcore is coming back
big time. Many new-school bands
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press and wouldn't be able
to maintain without it.
So why do Hardcore musicians choose to play their
music outside of the 'kingdom' of today's commercial
music market? Why are
they going the harder and
definitely less 'economical
productive' way? - Well, first
.of all, they are trying everything possible to keep the
music 'real', in a sense of being true and honest to themselves and their music. It is
no secret that the words
'truth' and 'honesty' can'tbe
found in the vocabulary of
modern music business and
therefore, most of the 'bigger' MTV- bands have to
sell-out their hearts in order
to be successful and to reach
a mainstream audience.
Secondly, Hardcore musicians don't want to reach a
mainstream audience. They
don't wr ite their music for
the sake of making money or
to see their ugly faces on TV
they write their music to let
out what's inside. They
write music because they
ha ve to, in order to stay
sane in a society that forces
them into a life-style they
don't wanna be a part of.
Yeah - Hardcore may indeed
be considered as some form
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of reInedial treatment for
both, musicians _and. audi-

A gliInpse at New York Hardcore.

like Vision of Disorder, Crown of
Thornz and H20 ( and too many
more to mention), congregated
with all the old school artists,
brought back a scene that is even
stronger and larger than before.
At the same time, the variety of
HC music-styles, from Emo- to
Hatecore, make it all more interesting and diverse.
Spi rit & Inspiration: 1\'1 u s icwise, the roots of Hardcore
clearly lie within early Punk and
Metal. The chords of Slayer,
Black Flag and the Bad Brains
were a great inspiration for
Hardcore musicians now and
then. Later on, even old-school
Rap artists like Run DMC became some sort of stimul us to
Hardcore music. Anthrax would
be a good example for a MetallHC
band influenced by Rap. Nowadays, Hip Hop and Hardcore certainly intersect at times, but after all, Hardcore is a music-style
of its own incomparable to any
other sound. There probably isn't
anything harder than trying to
describe or explain to somebody
what HC really sounds like - you
just gotta listen to it, there is no
other way.
The biggest influence on the
music itself however, is probably
the life-style and philosophy its
built upon. The dictionary defines
the expression h-a-r-d-c-o-r-e as
'dedicated, extreme, determined,
devoted, uncompromising, resolute a .. ) " and that pretty much
says it all. Let me put in my own

words: 'Dedicated and devoted'
is everybody who is truly involved
in the scene - the bands, the audience, the people who do their
own fanzines, the kids doing
distro, the ones setting up shows
- simply everybody who puts any
kind of effort into the scene, however small their contribution may
be. Being true and determined in
whatever it is you do in your life,
whether it is in- or outside the
scene - it doesn't matter, it's all
about being true to yourself and
having faith in what you are doing. This is the main theory of the
movement.
To put this philosophy into
three simple words: Do it yourself ~ Everything in Hardcore is
about being independent and selfsupportive. The bands finance
themselves, set up their own
shows and promote themselves
through demo tapes, self-produced 7 inches or CDs. Small
Indie-Iabels like Striving for Togetherness, Revelation Records,
Victory Records (etc... l.run by the
kids themselves, have established themselves over the past
years and are an essential part
of the scene. In order to keep the
scene alive and to hold it together, it is important to spread
the word about new bands,
shows, demos.and everything else
that goes on within the scene,
through several self-made
fanzines (In Effect, -Guillotine,
Chord). The Hardcore scene has
been built upon the underground
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ence. And this leads us to
the '-extreme, uncompromising and resolute' part of the
definition, which describes
the sound of Hardcore and
the people involved in the movement best. The music is aggressive, loud and intense because it
reflects the anger and frustration
of the people who write and play
it. And only the kids who feel the
music and understand the frustration can relate to Hardcore
and are able to identify with it.
Although the screaming voices
sometimes make it hard to understand the lyrics, the words are as
important than the music itself.
That's why you find them printed
inside almost every CD-cover.
When you come to the shows
you will notice that most of the
kids in the audience know the
lyrics by heart and that they try
everything possible to grab the
microphone and shout their lungs
out. Crowd participation indeed
is another essen tial part of
Hardcore shows. It. is actually
misleading to always make a distinction between 'band' and 'audierice'. The stage belongs to everybody, there are no bouncers
and no boundaries. A show without kids jumping on stage and
going crazy, simply wouldn't be
a Hardcore show. 'Sla~m -Dancing'
is yet another form of crowd involvement. It's a form of dancing
that may appear very aggressive
in the beginning - and to tell you
the truth, yeah, it is. The people
who decide to dance are prepared,
the others just step back or stand
Continued on page 37
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Glorified Demos and a Stream of Consciousness:
An Interview with Robert Mainwaring

1"

By Patrick J. Eves and
Syed A. Bokbar-i
Robert "Mainwaring is a man
tackling the responsibilities of
promoting a new album, starting a record label and working
full time at Arista Records.
However, pressure is a trait far
from his persona.
is as
smooth and as gentle in person
as in his music. Originally from
Georgia, Mainwaring has
'brought to the big bad city his
own brand of soulful folk rock,
with influences ranging from
the Beatles to REM. In fact, he
has a new album out, Blue,
which is nothing less than extraordinary. Straight from the
offices of Later and Tal Recordings, which is anywhere Robert
goes (in this case, a park
bench), as he is the sole 'chief
and worker of that company, we
had a chance to sit and chat
wi th the man.

He

Ticker: Why did you choose to
release your album independently rather than slipping a
demo to a head-honcho at a
record company?

We'll pay you 50% of the purchase price
ofany book urith. our sticker on it.
And, u/e'll be offering top dollar for
your non-stickered books, too.
Get more cash - GUARANTEEDl

Robert Mainwaring: I've released several demos, but you
can only get so far that way, so
if you make a record, it's listened to by a lot more people.
You can get on some college radio stations, or sometrip.le··A·,----. "".., ::
stations. You just get a "lot-more - .done with a record as opposed
to a demo. People will listen to
it more than they will just a
demo tape with hand written
names of the songs. It's a glorified demo, really.
Tickv: Usually with independent releases, you have to cut
corners and production quality
isn't so great. But on your album, you have a whole cast of
musicians, the production quality is really top-notch. Tell us
about the process ...
•

BOOKSTORE
360 Park Ave. South • 212/889-4327

RM: The guys on the album are
musicians that I know from another band, the Thrillcycle, and
I play with three of them in a
band when I play live, so I've
had that relationship for a
while. The producer is a good
friend of mine that I work with,
and he's really a good producer,
and he knows music very well.
An d- so the guys played, and
they did it for me really cheap,
like you said the budget's not a
lot of money, but we found some
studios that weren't that expensive, and you rehearse a lot to
get it done. So, when you go in
the studio, you don't mess
around much. And if you do it
and you prepare yourselt you
can record something pretty
good for a fairly small amount
•
of money.
Ticks: Where do you find inspiration for writing songs? Who?
What?

RM: Well, a lot of things. I guess

Artist Robert Mainwaring.
life ... and the way you live. I've viously, Rolling Stones, the
been playing guitar for a long Byrds, and having gone to
time and writing songs for a school in Athens; REM, they
while. I usually write the mu- were a big influence. And there
sic first, you get a chord pro- is some heavier stuff on the
gression and a melody, and then record rather than just
you get that down and do the jangley... I like to get a mix belyrics afterwards. Anything can tween acoustic and electric. I
inspire you, most of the time think I'm going to branch out a
you don't even know what it is, bit on the next record.
a lot of stream of consciousness
on there it comes out I can't re- Tickv Did you experience any
ally say, I don't have any nar- sort of alienation or insecurirative songs, I just write form ties, coming to live in New York
whatever comes off the top of City?
my head a lot of the time. And
then, after you get one line, RM: I lived in Jonesbourgh,
maybe, it kind of tells you wha..!_ which is a 15 to 20 minute drive
the rest of the song will be from downtown Atlanta, so I got
about, and you kind of write it the best of both worlds, you
out from there. I don't think I've know, it's not like I grew up on
ever written a song where I've a farm. I came to New York
had the lyrics before. I never sat _ about 7 or 8 years ago. I like it
around saying "oh, I'm going to a lot.' I don't see myself living
write a poem." I'm not a poet or anywhere else, it's a great
anything like that. Occasion- place. It's a little harder I
ally, t will write things down guess, with a million bands out
that come into my head. I've there, perhaps it would be
had things that have sat on pa- easier to get recognition in a
per for three years, and later smaller place like Atlanta. But
saw that they could be incorpo- I like it a lot, and I'm going to
rated into a song. As for musi- continue to do what I do, and
cal influences; the Bearles ob-

forge on.
... and forge on he will.
Mainwaring has been playing a
number of live shows, at venues
such as the Mercury Lounge
and Hotel Galvez, For more information write to: Later and
Tal Recordings, 309 East 5th
St., New York,NY 10003. Or
call (212) 5983076

A Messaee to all the
writers who contributed
to the A & E section this
semester:
You're always welcome to
write for us anytime. We
need articles, features,
reviews, editorials on the
arts, pieces on new and
hmexplored artforms, interviews and more. Call the A
& E editors at 802 - 6800 or
leave a -message. 0:- just
leave your articles here. We
will try to use them all.
Thank you and have a fine
summer.
Sincerely,
Manny and
Edward· ."
Rodriguez
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Day Session Student Government _
Cordially invites the Graduating Class of 1997
on Thursday, June 5th, 1997
to Attend
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and it's what brings in the money
right now. That's why muthaftckas
is getting on the bandwagon.
That's why muthaf*ckas are hooking up, intertwining with their
boys in the business and the

Pier 17, South Street Seaport
from 7:00 PM - 11:30 PM
and

Day Session Student Government at
360 P .A.S.~ Room IS31
(212) 802 - 6790

The After Bash Party at
Th~ Liberty Cafe
Pier 17, South Street Seaport, 3rd Floor
from 12":00 AM - 4:00 AM

includes Dinner, Dancing, and Gifts

or
Office of Student Life at
360PA.S.,Room 1512
(212) 802 - 6770
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back, and people are saying it's ~
R&B but it wasn't if you listen to ~
the words. You listen to the de- :..
co
livery and you'll know that came .......
co
straight from the heart. So that's
not a compromise but it's commercial but it wasn't an intentional commercial. It wasn't that
we were doing this for something
commercial. If that was the case
we wouldn't have said certain
things right so as long as you approach every song from the truest standpoint in your heart. I'm
gonna rip this, but in this song 1
. just ain't gonna say f*ck. Instead
of saying f*ck, I'm gonna say '1
did her.' Your representing the
same way but now if you intentionally go out to do something
commercial then that's different.
Then that's.watered down. Then
that's the bullsh*t.
* * * *
With that stated realness, be
sure to check for E.N.E.M.Y.
Mindz LP coming soon on Lyons
Gate Records. I would like to
thank Ras, V.I.C. Frohz, Dixon,
DJ Black, and their man Killah
graciously for allowing me to experience exactly what hip hop is
once' again.
More excerpts from this interview session can be read on the
Official E.N .E.M.Y. Mindz home
page (www.akula.como-mceeras),
and Hip Hop website, Da Sewa
Side (www.dasewaside.com) soon.

ting and talking. We was listening to some shit but that beat was
like "yo, the wa7J' you was just
sayin' what you was sayin' right
now just matched that little
beat." The beat is kinda laid
,

from the standpoint of "I'm so
f*cking thirsty. I'm so f*cking
hungry and I just wanna f*cking
show these people how I feel.
How I'm living. And then what
we did is consciously we was sit-

The Mystique Yacht

For Ticket information- contact:

o'
A
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The Senior Bash aboard

Price: $40 per Person

.....
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building relationships like that.
E.•R.: Well, thatline Isvery.rel.evant and it certainly will bother
people.
Ras: It goes perfect with the line
that I proceeded with. I'm talking about the Don P, the Cristal
era. It only lasts for so long
'cause things don't last in this
busiriess. It's about how creative
you're gonna be. Look at Marvin
Gaye. The muthaftcka did songs
that'll last forever not because
the was riding on some bandwagon, but because he was creative.
E.R.: He had finally gotten his
chance to be creative and he
brings out an interesting issue.
His whole life was in turmoil because he couldn't make art in a
commercial world. I know, with
your first work you definitely will
be underground when you start
'So you guys aren't going to be -; .
millionaires on this first one. As
your career goes on, how do you
balance the fact that you have to
make 'money with this but you
also want to have some kind of
integrity 'cause the truth is in all
musical genres over the last century, especially in the United
States. The only people that have
made it consistently and. easily
have been those that have had
the wackest stuff. The stuff that
sounds like everything else.
Di.~n: If you put your feelings
down on paper. The feeling is not
"I'm.. gonna write this, song from :
thestandpoint that I need some
commercial shit." If you write if
from your mind's standpoint, the
standpoint of "I'm gonna put my
heart into this record and I'ma
-give them.a beat." . You jus t
missed it. 'cause if you. look at it

~.
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R8s (far right).
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Outside of Blackberry Funk Studio in the real Sunset Park, Brooklyn.
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Untitled

Constant Com,panion

robparker

There is a Special woman in my life
Who is not my lover nor my wife
We've been together for ages you see
Where there is Eva there is me.

,

Take this hand
again the angry man spouts
Yes, hold it -like a bag
his coropinion)mmentary
Carry it with you
this is wrong
today, oblivious to it, as in other days
should be that
through the familiar streets offifth avenue.
listen to rap you
I've given lots ofthought on how to
Where the market children meet
will become enlightened
express my love
to trade in their revenue.
all the ansewers are here
To a woman who was sent forth. from
my plan is to
the blue skies above
elevate the downtrodden
Carry it with you
My love is true for her and so is my heart
the poor in spiritmoney
as your eyes ever fix
For this woman I pray that we never ever part.
humblemeekoppresees he
on the images ofyour new companion
clenches fists grits
Carry it with you
We spend our time learning each day
gnashing teeth seething
through the uniform tiles ofconcrete mix
About the lives we live in every way
for a sucessful conveyance ofthe pain to the battlefields of the spend rebellion
For these last lines and from all my thoughts
writing in rage
I give you words from the heart which can't be brought.
The streets are naked, yet in full,
it is all i know
look beyond this facade
display the most conspicuous array
This lady I speak of is my life in every way
ofthe latest fashions.
i have something to say
She's my mother my dear mommy at least to say
count me worthy to be heard
At each window you standAnd to you my true love in life
attention is not
a shining silhouette without a man.
Have a Happy Precious Mother's Day.
sought but a funnel of
Outwardly, looking lost in introspection
attitude flowing
Inwardly, restless, like a fan
out the wretched ghetto
Love Always,
Staring inside the windows, behind the yellow
pours through in a slow
Yvette Laureano
thicksteadylongc
tint
You are enchanted by the pyramid of replaceo
ments
1
Filled with exotic names, clearly for the "upu
town"
m
Channel, Donna Karen, Louis Vutton,
n
necessities to be seen in while making the rounds

Imaginary Love
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Music
a melody ofeccentric delight
An arrangement of multiple notes
establishing a tone
its importance to many unknown

•
:
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Editors' Note;
We would like to thank Manuel Paredes, Jeannie
Ng, Kiro, Michael Cruz, t.h.e. Anonymous, Aspasia
Smith, Yvette Laureano and all the other artists and
photographers who contributed their work to this
.
H
. don't forget
section.
ave a·wonderful summer and
to keep sending your art to Translations, the art
section for Baruch's artists in the Arts & Entertainment section.
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An irresistible force
surpassing all borders establishing a unification with my Hispanic brothers and sisters Categorized as America Latina
for I represent a tropical destination called Quisqueya

Untitled

Throughout these lands
a soothing cadence of composed beats
ring not only in our ears
but amongst the thumping of our heart
Periodic felicity runs rampant among our people
from a diversity of musical genres played for us and for us
What pleasant sound brought upon by a tambora y guira
provided by an infusion ofAfrican, Spanish and Taino descent
A lyric heavy bachata lamenting a love which could never last
only pictures of her remain from the past
The importance ofsalsa
surpassing all barriers and reaching as far as Japan
where songs such as Nadie Como Ella and Amores Como Nuestro go hand in hand
:-i
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Music
sole provider for those oppressed by the intense complexity of life
In an environment where words
forever shed no ligbt

-t.h:e Anonymous

The stretch of twine upon a uiolin.
The release of a silver rose pierces the sea ofa blue moon.
A single flower embedded upon a chapel's windowsill
A wingless shadow glides across a single stand of a
Once forgotten memory.
Tonight, I bid a farewell to my fictional soulmate.
A velvet curtain, the blaze of candlelight
burns my deaf eyes.
The song of matrimony fills my blind ears.
As my shades blink, the emotions behind these
But yet your grip resists
Walls speak to me.
fully integrating into mine
Once in the land of forever light, the broken
It is heavy and inanimate - a lead weight
compass in my heart found an earth bound angel.
bringing down whatever hope persists
The tender fondness in her starry eyes.
that you will acknowledge me in time.
Her kind laughter shattered the darkness from my shadows.
The gentle winds in her beautiful voice calmed my eternal fires.
Yet I am just your bag
The Rememberance of her kind porcelain fingers
left to your whims, I will have to be replaced;
which once touched my maskless face.
One has to keep up with the latest fads
For just a moment, my wings actually touched the sky.
seeing to it that all hairs are in place.
She was the warmest memory which shielded me from
How you flap like the wind!
the bitter emptiness.
My vacillating flag
With each and every smile, her delicate eyes would
Yet you still exude a certain majesty
fold as if she were smiling back at me a
thousand times more.
Erect and defiant
My once tin heart had turned gold.
you go with the tide
The sweetness, the gentleness of her kiss.
for you will think yourself
Within this confession booth. I professed my
fiat and empty without it.
loue for her with her still in my arms.
How the whims of the wind
But behind every smile lies a hidden sorrow.
are your constant companion
I lost the Book ofLove.
now that you have forgotten your man
Behind every laugh lies a hidden cry.
Perhaps I am an idiot. What a riot.
-Manuel Paredes
Behind every cryptic mask lies a tormenting scar.
The sprinkle ofpetals of light and a flowery scent awakens my gloomy mind.
Ribbons of color laced across her angelic face.
Someone so magnificent that I don't dare blink.
Someone so breathe taking. I don't dare sigh.
I open the package and what do I see,
The priest announced ifanyone in this world to
An M&Mjust waiting for me.
these 2 hearts in love should not be wed...
First there's a hard shell just like you display.
As I reached out to intervene, but my
A Front to so many people that you play.
touch turned the curtain into ice.
The soft, chocolatee, nutty filling that anyone could love.
To my realization, I knew she was happy now,
Describes your sense of humor, sent from the heavens above.
and it would be wrong to take that away from her.
To actually realize that you are so similar.
In the abyss of my own sadness, my
A person like you, I've known could be so familiar.
silhouette soul bleeds back into the raining shadows.
Temptation to desire you
Could mend my heart with yours or break it in two.

-Kiro Invisible Samurai
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Music
a universal language
expressing happiness and sorrows
for this generation litii1-Eomjjrrow~s

the shattered mood desires revenge on its assailant
justice was served swiftly
your response turned my face hot and red'
I'm sorry dear, I wasn't listening.
What was it that you said?
nothing important really

Silent World
Hair so fine, I can see your scalp
Eyes so down, I can't see your mouth
Smile so wide, I begin to doubt.
There was once a child
Seldom used to silence
Life was full, with a variance of sounds
Where rhythm gendered beat
and the radio was kept on silent
in a home so vibrant
The music did not flow
from the outside
as it glowed from the inside.
Pure and bright eyed deer!
Every movement an advance
every day and every year
It isn't that the music stoppedFor little did the child know.
But what was what, yet was not
How far there was to go.
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every moment cried out for
a spoken word or
an action to break the uncomfortable silence
but the small talk was empty
and the radio search fruitless
i forced myself to pretend
things went smoothly as planned
you drove in solitude the windshield
provided an escape
from contributing to the tension overwhelming us
while gazing out the window
at the road speeding below
our situation became unbearable
no longer would i cope
i laid down my front
expressed heartfelt regret
why are we together
why do i forget what made me first like you
"thts-islwuTireet- -", - .'..' , - .

-Michael Cruz

-t.h.e Anonymous

For You, For Me
You're the brown sugar that makes my cake,
You're the rich creamy CHOCOLATE filling that surrounds me thick and thin.
You're the man that I dream to be with on a lake,
You sweep me off my feet, like the wind.
You're the sweet sugar in my coffee,
You're the ice cream in my cone.
You're the one that touches me softly,
You're the ice that cools me off.
You're the one that can't make me stop,
You're the one that is so so soft.
You're the man that drives me crazy,
You're the man that's always there.
You're the one that always amazes me,
You're the one who really cares.

Everyone tried to gauge the reason why
No one had heard those silent tears.

I'm the one that caresses your skin,
I'm the one that wants more and more.
I'm the' one that's creating a sin,
I'm the one who's knocking at your door.
I'm the sweet candy you haven't tried yet,
A style that you haven't seen before.
I'm the one the' man won't forget
Because I'm the one that he's craving for.
I'm the juices in your fruit,
I'm the natural sugar that comes out.
I'm the woman that won't take the boot,
I'm the woman that will shout.
I'm the chocolate on your stick,
I'm the flavor that won't quit.
I'm the one that you will lick,
I'm the one that will always fit.

-Manuel Paredes

-JeannieNg

Outside, every voice a muted silence
Sounds? a coarticulated blur
Hummmmmmm... was all it hear
The managed silence took its time
but slowly anchored on earsthey took away the green from the lime
put an end to those formative years
Seeing the world shrink to a dime
Child! You sought to escape it, to fly.
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-YOU TAKE NOTHING at FAcE VALUE·
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TO you. WE SAY:

DRIVING

IS

BEL I E V I.N G

We don't expect you to believe.
that it's a whole new Hvurrd ai
just because we tell you so.
We don't even expect you to believe the experts
.. at Ca~ A~d Driver, who called the Tiburon
A captIvatIng little sportster

t
..
a a fantastIc pr i ce "
"Move over ceu
Th
or M.otor Trend, which raved
,
rca.
e Affordable T b
I uron has your number."

.

-

--

You

t

who named the

Consumers Digest;
1997 Elantra a Best Buy .
drive one.

E xperience

it

for

yourself.

Walk into any Hyundai
dealer during the

"

c'
;.

Ten Minute Test Drive
Summer Sale
and before you can
say "test drive"
you'll be sitting in .
the Hyundai of your choice.

No

questions asked
Except, maybe, "How was it?';

we'll
Like

a lly want one,
should you decide t h at you ac tu
.
even throw in some special dlsco~nts.

$1,000 cash back- the sporty Tiburon,
$5 0 0 cash back on the
Accent.
or

And ask about our

..i

economical

DRIVING IS

Renegade
Must stay PELL,
A Hip Hop theme is branded on this kid born in '75,
He didn't cry when he was born so the tears roll
backwards,
.
Crawl, cry, step, cry, stumble, cry, walk, cry, think,
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She moved like a hieroglyphic
frozen in time against a wall
With motion she attained meaningHer actions said it all
The scrolls of dead men
have only captured elements
of your crescive beauty
Each symbol, every inscription
is just a frame - a snapshot
of beauty stilled.

The evolution of a man(ee) is similar to that ofy 'all,
But you were taught I was different,
Half-colored, Half-Blanco, Half-foreign, Half- Wrath of AmeriKKKhan,
Burnt in the sun of Momma's womb,
He rises to see a sewer and the EFX of a 24/7 Sunset.
In School I never used to raise my hand in class /
It took men two thousand years
because I knew the teacher's hand would pass,
to discover these sacred tombs'
Admiring Jermaine's graf-colored pants and Philip Aviles'
But just a mere hush of your smile
backspin,
to set my .heart to bloom
The competitions in the bathroom graduated to a crackdown on
untied, fat-laced Adidas by the Blinker and public service warnings
These walls were built upon
on the dangers of breakin',
.
the riches of the Nile.
Electric Bugaloo, Beat Street, Tougher Than Leather-s-cinematic
Though it took a while
babies that were so bright but never grew into Jurassic heights,
to traverse its many miles
And the fools moved on to Latino hip hop, bullshit pop,
each man arrived - none the bitter
the segregation of a music became a drought in the hip hop
to the shrine.
landscape.
Each one etched their part: for one a liver,
Sheeeeet, they ain't no holdin' back,
for another the. eyes
Yo tengo que go all out and get mine,
of that stolen picture
But what I got wasn't mio,
which I carry in my mind
The approual ofuihite friends clouded an 8th grade vision,
. and I prayed for the days when I was a baby with blue eyesHow each man spent
why did it change? I could be what I wanted to be ifonly? ..
the bucket of his days
The emphasis turned into paralysis, dislocated knees and broken
trying to fill in the beauty
dreams.
of a body that would not stay
Are you an OutKast? I know I am-fuck being anything else,
Why? Cause the DuBois duality is stretched for Boricuas
Their names are all forgotten
T~apped With Nuyorican labels and fronts from Puerto Ricans in Puerto
BW dM!,-BUJeat·6/-thei~--r-em-ain&
Rico, ~erto· Ricans from Piie;'to·Rr-~~in·NUevi:£YOrFi;PUerto·llrooiii17i:J"'--··
-_.
.
Much
ofyou the' have gotten
America the bodacious and Amerikkkana herself,
but little have they captured the flame.
So I discovered the Low End Theory and learned the scenario,
Understood how I could just kill a man and saw Lord Jamar suck it up like a straw
-Manuel Paredes
and jump on the dance floor,
Decided to get friends for friends and saw no one left,
The B9 takes you to 60th street. and the B63 takes you back home,
into the Sunset Park vicinity,
Big tetas, beer and sess are the trinity that suspect niggas worship,
Never knowing that their whole life span I saw, see and what will soon be experienced
holy on that corner,
And you're happy with the single dimension ofyour life but can never focus
your eyes when you look at me and tell me this with your dirty jokes,
I'll feel sorry then see myself and get mad and get scared,
Walk across the plain into the thoughts of future Success.
They ask me what I'm doing, I said Refuting time, kid! and space...heeeey man!
"What school you go to?" Baruch College. "~t?" Baruch. "What?" Baruch.
"Ba-What?" BARUCH!!! BAAAA-RUUUU-KKKKKKK!
Answer the questions, all your life, you realize, they don't stop,
the simple ones are harder to answer because you don't feel like telling the answer,
Why waste my time? Lets bust a rhyme! One, two, uh, One, two, one, two, one, two, uh...Mad, bad, glad, sad-no rhymes?!
The story continues with our hero, because he isn't really a hero, he disappoints you,
So this anti-hero scraps to make mishaps funny and win some battles the serious route,
Why must every poem people write be happy or apocalyptic? We keep falling into the pattern, change it, rearrange it,
Finding your own shit, cause I don't want no nigga soundin' like me, word up, I'mma
approach a nigga,
And when this, man(ee) found his rhythm he graduated to a level that's a shot at peacefulness,
A forever chance to always rebound from pain with the words ofpoetry based in Hip Hop
theology and me,
So every single poem you see me in
I write a rhymeless rhyme in graffiti an'...

No longer heard

Eyes
look at my
expressionless face.

BELIEVING

(Boo) 826-CARS
. L,m,too tIme tactor y rebate Special fmance programs for Qualltoed ,nclnllcluals prOV1Oed by HMFC See deale, lor oetaus

»

Rebel~

-Manny Rodriguez

student and graduate finance programs..

ro ori
All of which will, of course, lea d to
prices that you won 't believe.
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may even raIse an eyebrow at

So
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SPEECH? - NOT!

die,

YOU

"
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.Write In Graffiti
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See
the blood claimed by death
inside my broken house.

Write for Translations
next semester! Let
Baruch see your art!
...J.

Listen
for the voice
no longer heard.

Linger over stupor that thrives
where once ebullience lived.
A broken body now mine
uias once his.
Savor
one rose offered
without apology
because in dying he is
more alive than the living.

-Aspasia Smith
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BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER
PHILLIPS AMBULATORY CARE CENTER
10 UNION SQUARE EAST~ SUITE 2A~ NYC
lOAM T02PM

as

~

•en

-- One American dies
-.... every hour from
skin cancer...
CJ)
:]

aCJ)s

COLUMBIA DERMATOLOGY ASSOCIATES
S1: LUKE'S-ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER
1090 AMSTERDAM AVENUE, 11th FLOOR~ SUITE lID
BETWEEN WEST 113th & 1 14th STREE'I: NYC
lOAM T02PM
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COLUMBIA DERMATOLOGY ASSOCIATES
. S'I: LUKE'S-ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER
425 WEST 59th STREET, SUITE 5C
BETWEEN 9th & 10th AVENUES, NYC
IOAMT02PM
MEMORIAL SLOAN-KE'ITERING CANCER CENTER
425 EAST 67th STREE'I: NYC
9AMTONOON
.NEW YORK HOSPITAL-CORNELL UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL CENTER, STARR PAVIUON
520 EAST 70th STREET, ROOM STARR-30l, NYC
NOONT03PM
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
CHARLES C. HARRIS SKIN & CANCER UNIT
560 FIRST AVENUE AT 32ND STREET, NYC
9AMTONOON
S1: VINCENTS HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER
36 SEVENTH AVE. (BETWEEN 12th & 13th STREET), NYC
9AMTO llAM
BROOKLYN VA MEDICAL CENTER
800 POLY PLACE
9AMTO IPM

If you can spot it

..•

you can stop it!

MONTEFIORE MEDICAL CENTER
3400 BAINBRIDGE AVENUE, 2ND FLOOR
BETWEEN GUN HILL ROAD & EAST 210th STREET, BRONX
9AM TO NOON
BAYLEY SETON HOSPITAL
75 VANDERBILT AVENUE, C WING, STATEN ISLAND
lOAM TO NOON
S1: JOHN'S RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL

-

. 967 NORTH BROADWAY, Y9NKERs
lOAM TO 2PM

A skin cancer

.
screening
is yours free
at any of the
locations listed
on the right...

WHITE PLAINS HOSPITAL, FAMILY HEALTH CENTER
DAVIS AVENUE & EAST POST ROAD
8AMTO lOAM

SUNDAY, MAY 18th
COLUMBIA PRESBYTERIAN MEDICAL CENTER
ATCHLEY PAVILION~ 7th FLOOR
161 FORT WASHINGTON AVENUE, NYC
lOAM TO 2PM
COLUMBIA PRESBYTERIAN MEDICAL CENTER
16 EAST 60th STREET, BETWEEN 5th & MADISON, NYC
lOAM TO 2PM

For Further Information Call (212) 237-3900 Beginning May 7

\~\I THE

«

SKIN
CANCER
~II FOUNDATION

.

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIE1Y

\1AJOR C~DERWRmNG HAS BEEN PROVIDED BY AN EDUCATIONAL GRANT FROM

OILOFOLAY
.\DDI1l0'; AL ~l'PP()RT FROM B£I£R:;DOR~- !'1C; BRISTOL· \IYER~ ~l IBB.. DEL LABOR.-\TORIE..'-;. I';C; DERMATOLOCIC COSMETIC L-\BOR.:\TORIF"s LTD.:
DER"IIK LABORATORIF5. I'iC: r.:\I.DER\fA UBOR.-\TORIE.".I~C: CLAXO DERM-\mLOGY.: PFlZER.I~C. "SD 1,l'EST\HX)D-SQl'IBB PHARMACEl'TICALS. l!lie.

MOUNT SINAI MEDICAL CENTER
ANNENBERG BUILDING~ 3rd FLOOR AREA C
MADISON AVENUE AND l00th STREE'I: NYC
lOAM T02PM
WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
MEDICAL PRACTICE ATRIUM, 19 BRADHURST AVE.,
HAWTHORNE, NY
9AMTONOON
ENGLEWOOD HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER
350 ENGLE STREEl: ENGLEWOOD, NJ
9AM TO 3PM, BY APPOINTMENT~ 201 894-3456
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Artist: Robert MaiDwarin
~ist: Marcy Playground
Album: Blue
Label: Later and Tal

Recordings
Rating:
~.
io.oo.li

00""

Album.: Marcy Playground
Label: EMI Records
Rating:~. .
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Imagine the movie The Point.
Possibly the biggest change
It's been a long while since I've
It was a cartoon TV movie who's
(and most important) in hip hop'
.heard an indie album as well
main character was a boy who did
was its conversion from dance
written and produced as Robert
not fit in because of his rounded
music to listening music:
Mainwaring's Blue. Usually, one
head (as opposed to the pointy
Groups from Public Enemy, to
has to take special consideration
headed majority). He was kicked
Gang Starr, toMC Eiht balas to the circumstances under
out of his town and left alone to
..anced the music and made lyrwhich many independently reexplore the woods with his loyal
ics more thanjust boasting and
leased albums are produced, but
pet dog. Along the way they ran
bragging (no matter how good
Mainwaring spares no expense,
in to mystical beings and odd
that was on its own). Over the
relying on an impressive cast of
creatures. The soundtrack played
past few years numerous MCs
musicians to create a sound coma huge part in the young boy's
have tried to combine heavy
parable to that of any major lamisadventures. The music was as
lyrical depth with a party feel.
bel release. Production quality
catchy as the movie itself, and the
Examples would be the Notoriaside, Mainwaring's strength lies
charm of it filled in any voids that
ous B.I.G., Jay Z, Foxy Brown
in his song writing, evident in
the movie might have had. It was
and Lil' Kim. With R&B choquick-paced rock tunes such as
folk-like and dreamy. Acoustiruses and mellow tracks with
"Faith and Fire" and "Looking for
cally· appealing, it searched with
the Light. " All of the songs conlighter drum kicks, these artists Camp Lo's debut album, Uptown
the round headed fellow for idenand others have dropped Saturday Night.
tained on Blue are strong artistitity and reason. It is the same
hardcore lyrics alongside them
cally, but also have a high degree
with the music of Marcy Playto achieve the coveted combinaof radio-friendliness, which is
ground. With a few electric guition of hardcore listening music up manner. They are B-boys who usually not characteristic of most
tars thrown into the mix, chief
with party jams. Unfortunately, are well versed in lyric writing and indie releases. Mainwaring
songwriter John Wozniak plays
the only thing all of these artists crowd motivation. Their ability to shines a great deal on his slower
with innocence and sincerity. He
have achieved is massive commer- rhyme at high speeds is utilized tunes; "WaIls and Waves" and "To
gives us songs about being picked
cial success, some unwarranted lovelybyproducer Ski who creates Be Free" stand out as some of the
on, Hong Kong's history and vamstreet credibility and no quality or a sound that Puffy wished he could album's beset songs, quite sensipires in NY. The music and volasting hip hop contribution. En- have copped before this album was tive, yet certainly not boring. Blue
cals paint us a beautiful landter Camp Lo: This BrooklynlBronx released. Please don't make the touches me in a way that forces
scape that dares our imagination.
.·based duo consisting of Geechi mistake ofconsidering them as ere- me to examine the relationships
We feel far off looking down on
Suede and Cheeba have success- ators of a pop sound. Their music in my life; to be introspective and
this group's image of insecurity
fully achieved the combination. is hard, bouncy and smooth along retrospective, and. that- doesn't
and self-realization.. The song
They do thiswithout·suecumbing . the same vein as Pete Rock '&-CL' usuafiy-happento an'individual - ~ium· tens mrof·tr·story ola
to trends-and abusing emphasis on Smooth; OutKast, and A Tribe
such as myself, who tries to cover
junky tripping and feeling great,
common punk MC tactics (ex: pa- Called Quest. Lyrically, they're up so many things about life.
but at the same time he knows
thetically constant usage of brand "announcing the fall of Versace Whilst I'd hate to compare artists,
he is tearing himself apart. "Sex
names, tasteless ho trials and fazes and the rising of the Mainwaring has the same effect
and Candy" expresses the feeltribulations and abominable liquor unforbiddingl true and living Bronx upon me as a good Morrissey
ings of a boy alone in the city
references). Not to say they don't MCs that do this for love and noth- record, or anything by the band
embarking on a sexual encounter
mention some of the former but al- ing else! Keep it Lo..."
with a stranger, while he longs
Gene; with an American edge, of
ways in a dignified, original hyped- -Manny Rodriguez
for childhood memories of being
course. Yeah, those Brits can be
innocent. John sounds lost in a
a bit too wet, don't you think?
aside, Dodgy has got some really -Syed A. Bokhari
Artist: Dodgy
huge world with his lyrics and
funky
grooves
for
the
90's.
DrumAlbum: Free Peace Sweet
voice. His vocal rangejumps from
sic
videos
for
"Hoops,"
"Parafmer Mathew Priest can really
Label: A&MJMercury
timid too smooth, depending on
fin, " and "Tiny Meat (Remix)," the songs content. This is also
juggle those sticks. "Ain't No
Rating:
plus a previously unreleased where we see his gift in crafting
Longer Asking" and "U.KR.I.E a
remix for "Paraffin," as well a song. It might sound like he is
I really wasn't expecting to love are the danciest of the lot, the latsome other tid-bits. A rather whipping off a nursery rhyme
the new Dodgy album as I do. I'd ter containing some really smart
simple program compared to type song in "Dog and His Masread about them, and heard a lyrics; ("This country's not united!
other CD-ROMs, but -a good ter" but the lyrics spin off a dark
promo track or two since '94 and the kingdom's past away/ shall
value for only $6.99. The audio look on the effects of kindergar.·through all the UK mags, but none we start all over again/l don't
portion is equally great. Ruby ten books. But in the music he is
of that really prepared me for this know"), which is about as dismal
is an artist with some of the sure and strong. He experiments
delight. Dodgy should certainly not as they get on this record. Perhaps
best remixes on the planet. I'd in his song structures by going
be classified with all those that'll get Lizzy's crown in a knot.
"Britpop" exports like Elastica or Anyhow, it's great to see some guys ··even go as far as to say that her from soft too loud in an instants
remixes, especially those for notice. There are undertones of
Menswear, this band has so much cheer up a bit, I'm just about sick
"Hoops" and "Flippin' Tha grunge guitar fuzz in the backmore depth. While delivering of. all that dark, gothic stuff out
Bird, "are better than the origi- ground of the poppy pissed off
catchy and harmonious pop songs, there. Unfortunately, I doubt
nals. This is a great way to tide acoustic ditty "The Shadow of
Dodgy still show quite an appre- American's will pick up on this,
fans and computer geeks over Seattle." Marcy Playground
ciation for rock music as well as there's all too busy listening to the
'til the release of her new al- should break it some way on the
electronic styles. There are no full- Spice Girls. (Dghl)
bum, due out later this year.
fledged dance songs on this album, -Syed A. Bokhari
scene but it will be hard for them.
-Syed
A.
Bokhari
but rather, some short techno inTheir sound does not really fit in
terludes between tracks, perhaps
Artist: Ruby
with any of the big stations here
a hint of things to come in the fuAlbum: Stroking the Full
in New York nor do they seem
ture. The majority of the songs on
Length (Remix EP/
likely to be on heavy rotation on
Free Peace Sweet, to me, contain
CD-Rom)
CLASSIC
Empty TV. You may find them on
an element offascination from the
Label: CreationIWORK
a few college stations and there
Excellent
60's. No, Dodgy isn't retro, but
Group
should be no doubt that you will
songs like "You Gotta Look Up,"
see them touring around town.
ting:
.~..
~~
-Good
remind me so much of the
"
Overall; the alternative rock
This
collection
contains
only
Monkees' "Last
Train to
group's debut plays along the
-Fair
.•Clarksville " and "I'm a Believer" half the tracks from Ruby's relines of a smooth Meat Puppets
wrapped into a wonderful medley. mix album The Revenge of Salt
-Why?!
II, without so much punk. ExpeAlso, the latest UK single, "Good Peter, but th ata because this
riencing Marcy Playground is exEnough," is sprinkled with the special US-only release is also
periencing a child's imagination
"A& EwantsyourA& E.
same magic dust that makes the a CD-ROM. The multimedia
with an adult's image.
Call Manny or Edward
Cardigans so enjoyable. All that portion of this CD features muat 802 - 6800.
-Patrick Eves
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NOW
INTERVIEWING

--------~
TERM
PAPERSffHESES/GRADUATE SCHOOL PROJECTS
Line-by-line editing. In-depth evaluation of
content & format. flaws & clarity. Grammar,
sentence structure, etc. $20/hr. 212/679-4706.
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a In sore. -Bu, Khujo, Big Gipp dark, simple produc- and Cee-Lo continue to represent
tion that never lets you the perspectives of the intelligent, ~
down. None of the oppressed southern Black man
other Mes disappoint. with vocal dopeness and lyrics that
Wyclef of the Fugees I'Inger In
. your mind for their consupplies some of his tent. Cee-Lo's last verse is a revbest lyrics ever on elation. Hopefully, Chapter 2 will
"John 3: 16,'" and KRS- come soon. Nevertheless, this alOne speak. .on the irrel- bum will keep you content before
evancy and negativism and after the Wu-invasion this
of the east/west feuds summer.
on "Moue Ahead:" RZA -Manny Rodriguez
and the GZA/Genius
sparkle on "Third
World," MC Eiht deliv- .:
Write for
:
ers more of his excepArts &
:
tional, smoothly told :
tales
on
"Heavy :
Entertainment.
:
Weights,", while Mobb
:Manny and Edward:
Deep represents with
"It Could Happen To : will still be around :
. lOu." Even B-Real rep- ·next semester. Call •
resents on two tracks
>
("Battle of 2001, " and -and leave a messaae
~.
"Puppet master" with a -for us at 802-6800 to •
_ potent Dr. Dre). But
~et
•
the classic is Goodie Mob's "Deci- •
involved.
•
sions, Decisions." Their classic :
Soul Food album wasn't all they

MAJOR FINANCIAL GROUP
SEEKING SELF-MOTIVATED, AMBITIOUS,

EUROPE $175
Within USA $79 - $129
Caribb.\Mexico $199.r/t. Cheap Fares Worldwide!!!!!
http://www.airhitch.org

CAREER MINDED INDIVIDUALS.

AIRHITCH (Q)212-864-2000

* $200-$500 WEEKLY *

FULL TRAINING
UNLIMITED INCOME POTENTIAL

Mailing phone cards. No experience necessarry.
For more information send a self-addressed stamped envelope to:
Global Communication, P.O. Box 5679, Hollywood, FL 33083
HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience unnecessary, will train.
Immediate openings your local area. Call 1-520-680-7891 EXT C200
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Take off into

cyberspace.

PLUS TUITION ASSISTANCEI
LOAD AND UNLOAD TRUCKS· 3-4 HOURS A DAY
GRAVEYARD AND EVENING SHIFTS AVAILABLE

Join the innovative team at Computer Shopper-the world's largest
computer publication and one-stop computer shopping internet site.
As an integral part of Ziff-Davis Inc.. the
world's leading computer magazine publisher, ~~~~;,&;
we're expanding our sales force to keep
pace with our rapid growth and maintain
customer service excellence. This translates
into outstanding full-time opportunities
for ambitious college graduates to join
our inside advertising sales team as
Account Executives.

To Learn more about Computer Shopper.
visit our website at www.cshopper.com

APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED WEEKLY• APPLY IN PERSON:
Mon. and Fri., 8 AM to 11:30 AM, and Wed. between 1 PM and 4 PM

MASPETH, QUEENS HUB
DIREC110NS

FOLLOW MAP!

f
.

Maspeth. Queens HUB

-55-90 .".. St.

Maspeth, NY 11378
•BY CAR: Take L.I.E. west to 69Ih and 6rond. Make
len on Grand. then ma" right on 47th Sf.• then
follow map.

01TaIc8 L.I.E. to Maurice Ave. exit. Make left on
Mawlce Me.. bear left GII10 Maspeth Avenue.
taIat to 48th St. and maIla a left.

01-

Fram Brooklyn: Take B.Q.E. East; go over
KosciuIIrD Bridge. slay In rlgllt band lane. get aIf
err 48tII St
right onto 481ft St. TGIII to
end
then CIIti rIghI. then tDIDw map. .
BY TRAIN: TaIIe L 1raIn to 6nInd. 1aII8 059 bus 10

47111 St.; lien toIIow map.

OR-

Ta11117. E.F. 6. Rto QuMns Plaza. tben1alr8 Q39

or QI7 Busses. FaIIfJw map.BY IUS: Q5I to 4711I St.and1irand.

Q59

.

Q381D 5IIl St. and 1Ia
ilia.
QI7 to 55IIl1IIe.
830 to . . . St
SlIt lit.

sr.

Equal Opportunity

Af~;r"""at:\lf..· Action

Ernp10ver
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Continued from page 26
at the sides.
To make a long story short: ifyou
want to find out what Hardcore is
all about, you have to go and see a
show. There is nothing compared to
it, and not even the best CD can capture the atmosphere. Most of the
show are held in small clubs. Here
in the city the CBGB, on Bowery and
Bleeker, has become a legendary
club for HC-shows. The Sunday -afternoon matinees have been drawing kids for years.
Some may consider not only the
music, but also the looks ofsome HC
kids as being very extreme and uncompromising. Well, there is no
dress-code at any Hardcore show,
but there certainly is a style a lot of
kids have chosen. It is not so much
the clothing itself but the body art.
Piercing and Tattoos represent a
certain sense of aesthetics most of DJ Black on the boards in Blackberry Funk Studio.
the HC kids hold. Let me make one
thing clear here - this didn't start
out with the appearance of the Red
. Hot Chili Peppers on MTV, e.g. it
didn't start out as a fashion, it was
and still is part 'of the life style. Although, now, with some kids, it
might have turned into one... but
that's another story
The Hardcore-movement may
have started out here in NYC, but
in these days it is spread out allover
~~he world. Europe has a strong scene
toeffer, S() do Japan and Australia.
-Aiid while this planetis turning into
one .global village, the Hardcore
scene. is growing bigger and stronger with each demo tape that is recorded in some basement in some
..city, while still remaining under"ground.
Enough of my preaching. Ifyou've
",;:.;.-:. <.:··.""~~~~far,-aa4.~venityouar~!ll~:, -, :-.- .
~ ...... 'o:ilfy:person r could- ~persu~fdt¥t(};····':-··':·
check out what Hardcore is all about
and to come to see a show, my job is
done. Feel free to contact me at the
:...
...-- - -..
Ticker for further info.
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New York
Hardcore

PART-TIME OPPORTUNITIES
FOR PACKAGE HANDLERS!
$7.00/hr. & $7.50/hr. to start

Attractive salaries. Comprehensive benefits. Intensive training.
A supportive environment that's conducive to team and professional
development. Youll enjoy them aU and much more. Apply today.
Send your resume to: Human Resources. Dept. AD-PRN. Zift-Davis Inc..
One Park Avenue. New York. NY 1~16. FAX: (212) 503-6050. or EMAIL
to opportunttiesezd.com (ASCII text only. no attachments or
enclosures please.) Only qualified candidates will be contacted.
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Graduating Seniors
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Leek out.for the
SUMMER ISSUE!
· · · · ~ .m.ing g.ut ····8·o. 0-.,'?',l~
C

Leveraged Equity Trader, Maximum Leverage, Superlative
Information
Stock Brokerage, Hedge Fund, Equity Trading. Multifaceted Wall
Street Think Tank Specializing In Providing Leverage For Day
Traders Seeking To Actively. Manage Their Own.Funds DnA Daily
Basis 'With Substantial Leverage (8xl - 15xl). The Successful
Applicant Will Have Access To Immediate Execution & The Finest
Technological Trading Systems. High Payout(70%). Fax Resume
And Cover Letter To Wal ter Scott (212)292-0246

<,-,.

~

Ask for Ms.Gail

anywhere else. Report $6.95. Savvy Information, Box 33-BC,
Maywood, NJ 07607.

i.::. :

..

OR
CALL: (718)258-2929 Ext. 200

EARN $91,000. GET INTO A TOP MBA PROGRAM.
No-nonsense insider guide by MBA gives tips you won't find

We're looking for creative individuals
with proven saLes ability and the desire
to learn and exceL in advertising s a l e s . : .
.
I~dividuals who can measure up .to ou~;::,
~ ~4!~l'::.
hlgh standards. If you have expenence m
~
~
a magazine pubLishing and/or computer
, ,.,
~$'~~~~st$s;::~:~;?-N
product sales environment., you're one step ahead in the game.

••••••••••••••••••••

-.~

FAX RESUME: (718)859-0909

SEIZED CARS from $1.75. Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3194 for current listings.

Hungry for sales

e

co

$8.2S-13.00/Hr. Summer Job in NYC.
Major Jewish philanthropy. Help us with our campaign.
Midtown location. Must be articulate. bright and familiar with
Jewish Community. (212)836-1571
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The Ticker
needs
writers-for
the
upcoming
summer
Issue.
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...than with a part-time Customer Service Representative position at
Citibank.

Here, as a part of our team, you Tl provide teller services to our customers
and cultivate stronger customer relationships through sales, referrals, assistance and information.
With Citibank, you'll enjoy:
• A competitive salary
• A flexible schedule of up to 2S hours per week
• Paid full-time training offered throughout the summer
. If you work at least 20 hours per week.. you'Tl also enjoy:

• Comprehensive medical, dental, life and disability coverage
• Tuition .reimbursement for .eligible employees
• Savings and retirement plans .
Successful candidates will have a strong customer

service orientation, a desire to sell and a friendly,
persuasive manner-all enhanced by 1-2 years of retail
or banking experience and at least 6 months of cash handling experience.
If you've got what we're looking for, please fax or send resume indicating
department code, to: Dept BCS/14AD, One Court Square, 19th Floor,
Long Island City, NY 11120. FAX: (718) 248-1717.
THE CITI NEVER SLEEPS

CITIBAN(O
An Equal Opportunity Employer MlFION

SUMMER

IN

THE

CITY
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liUOL TRAiNiNG
WO.D ·'NT.O CUlSS
at the

hd..... & Dlv.... Opp.tuaIIf_ A..rt you!
6JIoy " - New

Y'' ' bp."".

·8EST VALUED.
PC TRAINING IN NYC
With The Best Placement Track Record

UP TO $ 500 BONUS
(new applicants only)

Visit Us Monday-Friday 9 am-S pm
IMMEDIATE
LONG & SHORT TERM TEMP,
TEMP-TO-PERM & PERM ASSIGNMENTS

212-685-4666
FREE COMPUTER TRAINING
Call PETER

After Working 100 Hours Through Us
(new applicants only)

• WE NOW PAY FOR
STAND-BYS *
Ask Your Counselor For Details

280 Madison Avenue,
40th Street, 4th Floor
or visit our web site at www.edens/offing.com

1 00% TUITION REFUND
If You Work Through Eden Staffing

Call MARK

212-973-0603

COMPUTER
TRAINING TRACK

317 Madison Avenue,
Suite 1216
(enter at 41 east 42nd street)
or visit our web site at
www.computertrock.corr;
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By MingWong
The real playoffs officially begin now
that the first round is history. Did
anyone actually think that teams like
the Clippers, Bullets, Timberwolves,
and the Magic were going to get by?
The usual ho-hum happened in the
first round: a handful of three game
sweeps, a near upset involving the
Seattle Supersonics, Michael Jordan
dropping 50+ points, a couple of
coaches get fired, and Larry Brown
continuing his quest to coach every
NBA team. All that is left are the elite
of the NBA standin .

802
6800
The
'editors of
Arts and
Entertainment
would like
to send a
big shout
out to all
the
brothahs
and
sistahs
who are
outta
here!
Congrats!

Knicks a fit and is deadly from threeland, especially down the stretch. Too
bad the deficit between these two
teams is too much of a load for little
Tim to carry.
Nothing ever comes easy for the
Knieks, The Heat get exposed as
playoff impostors in 7 games.
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.
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yet they are one to be reckoned with.
The talent ofthe Lakers should keep
them at the top of the Western Conference into the millennium. The
starting five ofShaquilleO'Neal, Elden
Campbell, Robert Horry, Nick Van
Exel, and Eddie Jones are all well under 30.: Add 19-year.,old Kobe Bryant
into the mix and theavernge age would
be barely overthe minimum drinking
age. Compared to the rest of the roster, Byron Scott and Jerome Kersey
are prehistoric, but they will be depended on to show the youngsters how
to play playoff basketball. O'Neal
should have no problem getting in for
his favorite shot, the dunk, against
Greg Ostertag, who still has a couple
ofteeth left to lose. The Jazz are a nofrills king of team. They ron the pick
and roll about 85 percent of the
and teams still cannot put a finger on
them. StocktonandMalonehavethe
pick and roll perfected so it looks like
ballet on the court. Add Bryon
Russell's tenacity and Jeff Hornacek's
unspectacular but eff~~~~~und .
. game and tfre-cfrD:t ~~~"Wiy~ ...._. '. , BOth-teams "have sll1iil3r~tYPeS of
coaches, very low key and mild-mannered, but do not let the outside fool
you. Both Del Harris and Jerry Sloan
will claw, bite, scratch, gouge eyes, kick
the groin, if need be in order to get a

Rockets versus Sonies. Doesn't this
seem to happen every year? The
Sonies have a mediocre regular season , then barely get by the Phoenix
Suns in the first round, and now they
Chicago Bulls Y:-. •. Vt la n t n l l nw k.-,
are facing the team that gives them
the hardest time in the playoffs. I
guess the Sonies need to do things the
•
The Bulls are beginning to look hard way sometimes.
This series is going to be fast-paced,
heatable at a time when they are usually invincible. Maybe Michael Jor- up and down kind of basketball. The
dan is thinking about re-joining the Sonies are going to try to run against
White Sox so they can form the fear- the olderRockets at everyopportunity.
some threesome of Frank Thomas, Gary Payton will look to light it up in
....
~-=Albert Belle, and himself. Maybe Den- the series being matched up against
Everyone knew these two teams nis Rodman is struggling with his Matt Maloney. Maloney will be hapwere just on a collision course all sea- game-and with officials because he is Iess against Payton, but the other key
son long. There are enough subplots frustrated at not having the right Sonic, Shawn Kemp will face difficulty
in this series to make a soap opera. shade ofco1orin his hair. Maybe Chris- in operating inside with the likes of
Will the student, JeffVan Gundy, pre- tian Laettner is trying to show the Hakeem Olajuwon and Charles
vail over the master, Pat Riley? Will world that he belonged on Dream Barkleylurking. The Houston triad
AlonzoMourningupseedhislongtime Team I. Maybe I'm looking too deep of Olajuwon, Barkley, and Clyde
pal and mentor, Patrick Ewing? Will into this and not realizing that maybe Drexler will be ready for anything the
New York fans ever forgive Ril~ for ....it's_because ,that,we~ve. gotten..so .ae-. ,-Sonicshuri at them.·TRese tMee wily
.. never.de1ivenDg-:a-Champio~p-b;. . eustomedto seeing Da(mn) Bulls roll . veterans have seen italland ate hunfore resigning? Will Charlie Ward get in the playoffs that when they do face gering for that title since they realize
the last laugh on Riley for playing him a bit of adversity we are all in shock.
they are drawing near the end of their
only 44 minutes in one season? Will
Experts have said that in order to careers. Mario Elieis unheralded. All
P.J. Brown dare step onto the streets dethrone Da(mn) Bulls, a team needs; he does is provide energy to the team,
of New York after saying he hates the 1) a point guard that is quick so he about 10-15 points a game, and shut
"whole New York aura"? What will can wreck havoc on the Bulls famed down his man on defense. The Sonies' WID.
become of Tim Hardaway and Chris defense. 2) a big guard that can give Hershey Hawkins isjust a one-dimenThe Lakers have the depth but lack
Childsrockyrelationship? Yougetthe Jordan a hard time on both ends of sionalshooterandispracticallyworth-, the savvy and experience ofthe Jazz.
the court. 3) a dominant center 4) a less when he cannot knock down the Down the stretch, theJazz have Stockidea; tune in to find out.
Mr. Coach of the Year Riley willed team that does not have Craig Ehlo jumpers. Sam Perkins is solid but he's tonandMalonetodependOllwhilelAs
the Heat all season en route to 61 vic- on it so Jordan has no one to hit the not going to score against Hakeem on Angeles will rely on O'Neal O'Neal
tories and the Atlantic Division title. buzzer-beating basket against. The the low post and ifhe misses his treys, might be the diesel but if he can't sink
No one else could have gotten this Hawks have Mookie Blaylock, a he too, is useless. The Sonies will de- a free throw to tie the game with 2
team to achieve the way it did. Riley speedy guard, Steve Smith, a 6'8" pend solely on the duo of Payton and seconds left, it doesn't matter how
is a master motivator and meticulous guard who can play Jordan' straight Kemp. The Rockets have the three- many dunks he throws down. Only if
in his preparation. He'll get the most upandmakehisAimessearnhisspot some of Barkley, Olajuwon, and TacoNeckSyndromeactuallyexisted.
out ofhis players and will fight to the on the All-Defensive Team, and Drexler. One of the three can take a Lekers wait till next year. The
bitter end Van Gundy is clearly un- Dikembe Mutombo, who controls the nap while the other two contend with Jazz m:ake sw~et music in 7
derrated. (0 votes for Coach of the p a in t a n d can ge tun d e r Seattle.
games.
Year) Heleamedwellduringhisyears Rodman's skin with his finger
This season could be George Karl's
Since this is the last issue and you
under Riley and is a young Riley mi- waving.
.
' last with Seattle. Karl seems to have won't hear from me until the playoffs
nus the slick hair (hair, for that matLenny Wilkens is the all-time great regular seasons and then follow are long decided, here are my bold preter) and theArmani suits.
w.inningest coach in the NBA it up with disappointing post seasons, dictions;"
The Knicks hold an edge at every while Phil Jackson is a master Hecannotwinthebiggamesevenwith Knicks meet Da(mn) Bulls once
position besides point guard, have the psychologist able to juggle all the tremendous talent that he has al- again in the Eastern finals.
better bench and more experience. the diverse personalities on the ways had with past Sonicteams. Rudy Knicks in seven. What· can f say,
TakeoutMourningandtheCelticscan Bulls and have them eyeing an- Tomjanovich is one of the best coaches . I'm too much of a Knick fan. I actubeatMiami. Take out Hardaway also other title. Wilkens' teams al- in the league today. He has earned ally thought Charles Smith was going
and St. John's can take them. Moum- ways play sm ar-t.. intelligent the players' trust and respect and got- to hit that layup against the Bulls in
. iIlg. m;:",:.\~~~.
tc. hed .against fellow
basketball and he should have ten the team to think championship 1993.
.. Hoya,E ..,
oshouldhaveagood his troops giving 'their all arid8;S~~~veunitandIlOtwonyabout Rockets versus Jazz in the West. .
series
. ,-' teamthatcannotstop refusing to get intiInida'ted by individualhonors, ~" .
Rockets spoil StocktonlMalone's
himottei.sivcly. VosnorlLenardistor- Da(mn) Bulls. All Ja~kson has.. _·~.~~w·tbeSonicsand hope' of title in six- games. Sir
ridfrom"beyohdthearc,providedthere toido is .hand the bill]"over 'to . -GeOrge~rrtb&mi-m6games.
Charles wants·the"nni'more'than
isnobodyinfrontofhim. P.J. Brown Jordan and sit back,
anything-else._
will be 'thrown around like a rag-doll
Nonetheless, Chicago should
. New_York Knicks .agaiDstHous'-,; .'".
~," •
.. ><",<
.......
by,.Ch~s Oakleywhil~.Jamal still roll past the Hawks and exRockets iDthe finaJs.·New
Mashb~eshecanbemBoston pect a war against New York-in
York:in seven. It's payback time..
". ".
toreunitewithRickPitino~hecould the Eastern finals. -The.Hawks
John Starks makes-up for his 2 for 18
The
-Iazz areiinally looking
strong shooting game in 1994.by.dropping50
relocate hiS' game. The Knicks bring seem to have a'Il the parts in the
....
.
in Jomi'Starks,cfuri.IieW.8rd, and formula, but beating Chicago is even 8fterthe regular season. The in game 7. He nails a gaD)~g
tandem of John Stockton and Karl three oveeOlajuwon to··sea.!~-Pnte.
Buck Williams Offthe bench. Miami still not yet down to a ~e.~ce.
. counterswi&....John Crotty??!! The Da(mn). Bulls mak~a d.te Malone still-have their sights set on . Barkley cries at the end'ofi;be game.
onlybrightspOtmariOtl:lerwisebleak with the Knicks.once. again- that championship and tbis·looks· to .. The_:KI!:l~marehdownBrJ)adWayas.
, situation for the Heat is Tim after dispos'ing oCthe Hawks be their best shot at it. The Lakers Ewing promised. I guessI'm justa
have one ofthe youngest teams and d : r e a I n e r . · .
Hardaway.: His quickness gives .the in 5 games.
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FINAL

LOST PCT.

WON
...

--(

.

.

)

o

5
3
2
2

1. ·Staten Island
2. Hunter
3. Brooklyn
4. Baruch
5. Lehman
6. CCNY
7. York
8. John Jay
;:

'Overall

CUNYAC

~.-

1.000
.750
.667
.667
.600
.500
.000
.000

1
1
1
2
2

3
2

o

5
5

o

9
6
2

2
4

.818
.600
.500·

2

2
4'

5

4.555

5

2

.714

2

7

.222
.000'

Won 2 .
Lost 1
Won 2
Won 1
Won 2
Lost 4
Lost 11

.333

o
11'
Tournament Singles Results
...

STREAK
Won 1 ~

WON LOST PCT.

i

Bracket 1 #3 Naeem Waheed, BARUCH over #1 John Gorman, HUNTER, 4-6, 6-2, 6-4
Bracket 2 #l.Robert Klein, ST~TEN ISLAND oyer #7 Ilya Shipilov, BROOKLYN, 6-4, 6-2
Bracket 3 #2.Mark Waritowskf, STATEN ISLAND over #8 Dan Shamir, HUNTER, 6-2,6-4
Bracket 4· .#lJohn-Fueci-,STA'FEN-1 .. .
. #~~Jos~-:Brutus,'~AR{J€-H:,6-~3,-7-n(7-4)'
Bracket ~ #7 Jasper Beards, BARUCH over #5 Chae Lee, HUNTER, 6-2, 6-0
Bracket 6
#1 Jerry Chiu, HUNTER, over #2 Margent Maslinka, STATEN ISLAND, 6-2, 7-5
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Tournanlent Doubles Results
Bracket 1
Bracket 2
Bracket 3

.

Final Tea:rn Point Results

-

'.

#2 John Gorman/Joe Gibbons, HUNTER over #1 Justin MoorelMark Wantowski,
STATEN ISLAND, 6-7, 7-5,6-2
#1 John FucciIRobert Klein, STATEN ISLAND over #3 Dan ShamirlPavlav Desai,
HUNTER, 8-4
#8 Donald LanglEddie Cho, BARUCH over #3 Margent Maslinka/John Fede
STATEN ISLAND, 6-3,6-4

1.
2.
4.
5.
6.

Staten Island
Baruch
Hunter

CCNY
Brooklyn
John Jay
York
Lehman

19
14
14
5
4
3
3
1
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